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The planet Earth is under growing stress human and there is 
pessimism sWTounding the outlook the world environment. 
of environmental problems in developing countries, there seems to be little concern about 
solving Environmental education is vital to heighten peopie's awareness 
of sustainable resource use and 
This study 'UUI ... V., selected environmental education un .. '''''''1.'' and processes. In I argue 
that present models could only 
modification. There is thus a 
used in countries with considerable 
an environmental education model more directly 
order to facilitate conservation at the 
will help solve environmental problems which directly 
to developing 
community a 
impact local people's quality 
A literature review, an expert survey, and interviews were used to collect for 
this Thhty-one respondents returned a questionnaire about the 
for models 
people were selected to 
environmental 
researcher's 
From these thirty-one, fifteen 
Results the expert surveyed indicate in the and causes 
of environmental problems in various countries and differences of opinion about the role 
<'.""', ....... education in resolving these problems. There was consistent support for 
the participation of environmental educa~ion planning and the integration 
of and religious in nature The outcome is an "Integrative and 
Participatory Model" environmental education which will the goals of 
and sustainable development via a relationship local people 
iii 
nature conservation agencies. 
Keywords: Environmental education, conservation education, developing countries, 
environmental problems, cultural and religious values, local people participation, nature 
conservation, synergy, models, sustainable development. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
When the is sick and animals disappear 
the Warriors oj the Rainbow will join together 
to protect the wildlife and heal Earth. 
Legend of North American Indians 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The planet 
outlook for 
is under growing stress and there is more pessimism 
worlds environments. "It is not something which is new, but the 
1 
threat and some understanding magnitude is wide (Devlin 1992:7). Overuse 
and misuse 
biotic health 
resources have 
the planet Earth1 
environmental degradation and 
1992). 
The problem overpopUlation is not just "too many II but rather too 
in to space resources (Stapp 1974b), However, 
the 
people 
problems developed rest with I'population", than they do with 
excessive use of resources, Chiappo (1978) also stre~sse;a cause environmental 
problems developed countries is not essentially the cause is An" .. "·A 
wastage, shortsighted profit plundering of the natural world, economic 
However, the causes in developing in general, are The 
escalation of environmental is associated with unprecedented population growth 
and uncontrolled development. 
Poverty can force overuse of resources in order to 
problems are created for the 
in the present. even where it is 
It is unlikely that people will be 
\ Ducban (1992:9) has summllrlsM the uuses or envirorunclll.ai dogradation by the fonnw, ·Populollon X (C+D)", wbere C and D are 0111' 
IWO types of eJlVlronmClltallrnpacl. 'C' for consumption replcsCdlts impsel flOWIDg from our streams o( mawrW I\l>d energy use, from tha upilrellnl 
eud (e.g. mining, felling, food produclJon) to !.he dowoul.rcam cad (e.g. 'il,lwage., I.&.ndflll, comhusUOII, illcIDerntion). 'D' (or direct ~nls Ol.!( 
direct Impact on !.ho biosphere, including land (or mariJle) cbange for scUlemlllu, production Of reaeallon, 8J!.C depiction or 10l>Il of IIvIDg s~les. 
2 
concerned about natural and minds are preoccupied with 
meeting (1992:7) view is 
" ... it is to be concerned about natural environments if you have a full 
stomach and some corifidence that it will remain full! If your survival, or 
even comfort are under threat, then so too may environmental resolve become 
accordingly diluted. These issues in basic human rights and justice need to 
resolved before real progress will be made." 
There are strong action. The challenge is to bring human populations 
and shrinking resources balance, rather than on a ,",\.I',U".'vu course. We must act 
individually and collectively to fulfil this There is a pervasive 
optimism that environmental can help to heal environmental ills and help resolve 
problems that have immediate impact on the quality of individuals, especially 
developing countries. 
International Union of Nature and now the World 
Conservation Union (IDCN), most widely used definition of environ-
environmental education 
In 
education. 
/1 process of recognising values and clarifying concepts in order to develop 
the skills and attitudes that are necessary to understand and appreciate the 
interrelatel...·ness among human beings, their culture and their biophysical surround-
ings. Environmental education also entails practice in decision~making and self-
formulation of a code of behaviour about issues concerning environmental quality" 
(IUeN 1970:11). 
United Nations on Human Environment 
rec:onnn,en(lea the establishment of an International Environmental ........... ''''''''" .. 
Stockholm 
Programme 
rationale behind the was primarily the issue degraded human 
Environmental education was not a major agenda 
by many countries as it was seen as a vehicle for 
but it was raised 
the human 
behaviours that threaten our life support 
In 1975 UNESCO/UNEP launched 
the 
education has been 
"nron"", to the Stockholm Conference. 
in Belgrade. It is 
internationally. 
Belgrade 
3 
UNESCO/UNEP intergovernmental environmental In 1977 
held in with sixty five countries represented. 
was greatly modified during the 
environmental vUI.JI,.,Il,UUlI guidelines. 
conference was 
concept of 
environmental ..,u, .. ",,, .. u 
Environmental "",-","",""',",'H is an important mechanism for reconciling of 
conservation 
mental education is 
'partners' in a 
resources. 
developing countries (Gurung 
from the perspective of nature conservation. 
people in the sustainable management own 
is the first step in cultivating awareness concern 
for the natural 
necessary for nature 
Education provides the knowledge and skills that are 
In this study) I investigate status of environmental education in and 
developing countries. 
implications in conservation 
...... ""."',LV for development of environmental education 
of natural resources is 
Although several environmental education models have already been developed 
countries, little v, ..... ".~ ... v 
evaluates selected environmental 
evaluation. This study, 
their implications for conservation 
to develop an environmental education education in developing 
model which is readily developing countries. An 'Integrative and 
Model) for environmental has developed to fulfil this need. 
The study also addresses the neglected issues and of cultural and religious 
are included because of of local (incligenous) people, The 
their strong traditional implications for 
important than other aspects (e.g. economic) 
cultural ritual,: which in the long run can oec;orrte 
in environmental education processes. 
resource use. They are considered more 
still possess and practice 
participation 
together in the 
mainstream of both conservation and development can tum provide opportunities 
to determine their own needs and solutions to 
1.2 RESEARCH 
Three objectives were 
objectives were: 
to 
countries. 
4 
r,.,.""""C',,''''' to provide structure and direction for this study. 
status of environmental education in developed and 
to detennine of cultural and religious in environmental vU,UIJ,",UU'll 
planning, and level of involvement local people. 
to evaluate ;:,vL,;,vI.l.A", environmental education and to construct a ~.I."'vuv~ 
suitable for use countries. 
1.3 HYPOTHESES 
hypotheses were 
1. That 'developed models of environmental I,;;>UI..IIJCU are either inadequate 
or inappropriate for 
2. That a new model, 
involvement of local 
environmental education. 
OUTLINE 
thesis consists of ten 
environmental education 
the environment and development 
of cultural and 
of local people at 
countries' , 
local conditions 
will better 
countries, and 
countries' needs for 
Chapters Two and vA';UUillv the status of 
developing countries. Four examines 
of developing countries. Five, the 
into environmental and the 
for environmental ""-"''''''''''.",'11 planning are 
next chapter describes the rp<.'!PQ,·r methods used for this study. Chapter Seven 
the selected models and n'P'I'1.ln"'l 
contributions to the facilitation of ,",""",'<lVA 
Eight with the data analysis 
education. 
Pflrticipatory Model" for 
of environmental and their 
education in developing 
LJl'-"LI.LLlVH of the panel '"V ,,,A,.'t<l ' views of 
discusses the and 
and its implications for developing 
coun tries. Finally, 
out the conclusions 
5 
,V,"V,","VL the main themes from the study and sets 
6 
CHAPTER TWO 
IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 
"How to create a really ecological is a question / can't answer, but 
it is a problem which should high on the priority of outdoor 
environmental education. 1/ 
Callicott, J. 1982: 35 
INTRODUCTION 
,", .. <.LV."" briefly traces the environmental education countries. 
review is order to portray its on con temporary 
en vironmental scene. A 
education within North 
of the changing concept 
other the developed is 
THE EVOLUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
Origins 
origins of environmental 
scene. The tenn lIenvitonmental 
go back several u"' ... ·g.U\," 'I"IY'P(,pnt education 
I, was [lIst used by Matt in 1958. It 
roots movements - organised vUOLJu .... ,u nature-study, outdoor 
education and '"''V"",'''" (Stapp 1974a; Scott 1980; 1990). 
2.2.2 Organised Camping 
Organised camping during the late 1800s in 
which had developed into an industrialised nation with 
people habituated to indoor environments. Recent 
initiated during the 1823-1834 by Joseph 
Round Hill School Northampton, Massachusetts 
School camping opportunities for fun 
school cuniculum. Additionally, organised .... "" . .,,..,H.I'> 
self-reliant to strengthen them physically and 
of America (USA) 
urban centres 
discloses that 
and George Bancroft 
1981). 
from the rigid structure 
was 
to teach students to more 
(Knapp 1990). It as 
7 
trips into the side and pIoneer that characterised 
westward expansion the country at that 
These early provided students with a mixture of work projects, team sports and 
nature study. I believe that the philosophy practice of had sown 
of modern outdoor environmental education. the term camping" lost 
favour when the wisdom of on recreational programmes 
camping) was and when that could afford to were also sending their 
to public private or church camps in the summer vacations (Ford 1981). 
the early 19608, the term school camping was superseded "resident outdoor 
education!! (Knapp 1990). 
Nature Study 
study is education about natural objects the development of an appreciation and 
understanding of The literature is, however, inconsistent the purpose and 
intentions of nature study. It originated was little concern the ............ ....... 
environment (Stapp 1974a). The term was used in 1884 by a Pennsylvania 
to other terms as 'natural history' teaching'(Knapp 1990). Wilbur 
called of nature study'. it when he published Nature Study 
Common Schools 1891 (Stapp 1974a). 
Early leaders such as Liberty Bailey. author the Nature Study (1907), were 
that nature study a significant n .. "nnn the school Its 
principle purpose was that the child into and sympathetic contact with 
senses and expressing them the the external (Scott 1980) using all 
through art, poetry and prose, as well as scientific T'",,..,'\,,,rn 
2.2.4 Outdoor Education 
Stapp (1974a) noted that outdoor 
to the 
UU!.1u.vu .. , safely, thoughtfully, 
once born, has flourished and 
questioned and called to account 
the late 1920s, and has been 
of teachers, leaders, participants in ways to use 
appropriately (Devlin 1992). Outdoor 
and now is in a ",,,, ... ,rvI of being 
1992). 
8 
It is believed by some that the outdoors is a laboratory which can provide first-hand 
with the natural environment. Sharp, an and 
spokesperson for outdoor education, gave a 
with this statement: 
to outdoor education 
", .. that which can be learned the classroom should be learned there; 
that which can be learned through direct experience classroom 
in contact with native materials and life situations should be there" (Ford 
1981), 
Other authors believe that V .... ',U\.JIJ. education is acquisition of the intelligent 
use the outdoors and a ", .. ro",,,,,. use of one's (Ford 1981; McRae 1990). Knapp 
(1990) concluded that as larger and technology increases in complexity. outdoor 
are bound to be become more popular. 
Outdoor education has a on education. Becoming 
is an aim of many outdoor education programmes which are 
natural ecosystem settings (Lynch 1992). 
2.2.5 Conservation Education 
Like nature study and outdoor conservation education was born the American 
education system and the tenn was first used years 1930s in the outdoor 
education literature (Ford 1981). Conservation education appeared because American 
society was faced with several major controversies catastrophes involving natural 
resource use (Knapp 1990). Initially I conservation education was directed the 
preservation natural systems (Stapp 1974a). It to people in understand-
ing more fully the problems and surrounding natural resources 
(Stapp 1 However, conservation education had limited classroom value (Stapp 
1974a; Scott J 980) because the "traditional approach to conservation education has been 
to 'teach the facts' and assume that people 'get the about the resource 
they will concerned about problems!! (Swan 1974:30). 
Conservation education began as natural history, of ecology and the 
development of an ethic of resource conservation. However, by the 1960s. particularly 
beCfH!Se of popular writings sl.~ch as Silent Spring (Carson 1 there was a .. ~ 
9 
concern environment in developed countries. had become more aware of 
on the environment and a shift occurred 
education. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN DEVELOPED 
(1986) argues that environmental education is a broad 
and conservation education which 
conservation education to 
nature study, 
to 
the diverse philosophies and goals of the movements. 
education ........... 'v ...... around the 1960s in the quest for better (Stapp 
living 1974a). It from a new set of societal values based on the 
with our total environment:. Environmental education is a UL\J''-VAJlF, n'~I'\","''' 
It is a way 
period was 
Michigan, 
at which fosters awareness of non-human and 
of the leading proponents of environmental education in this 
proltessor of environmental education at the University of 
out: 
to provide opportunities and intellectual and informational tools for 
so that they may be effective in working toward the solution and 
environmental problems. This approach designed to reach citizens 
environmental education'l (Stapp 1974a). 
U""'V'~'JU I briefly review the status of environmental education and In the fonowing 
changes in the C0I1ce,D origin within the American education system. 
2.3.1 Environmental Education: 
In his doctorate research, 
education? It seems that 
Law and McConnell (1992:2) 
education: 
lIEnvironmental 
understanding of the 
skills which will 
environment. 11 
what ~~..I.. is environmental 
nature and philosophy. 
of environmental 
awareness, knowledge and 
balanced attitudes towards it and 
in determining the quality oj the 
1 The term "Iotal environment" includes narural, buill., technological and 
technological, cultural, historical, moral, aesthetic). 
OCl!lJle;COnOffi],C, political, 
10 
the the concept of environmental education must remain closely 
of environment itself to 
1980:22). 1960s and the 1970s, 
way in which this is perceived 
term environmental education 
resources and working towards a 
..... "'·,,"''''u that the broadening 
to 
of the idea of teaching 
(Knapp 1990). Scott (1980, 
mental education in both its 
extraordinary diversity among programmes. result was 
in 
about 
and nature and intentions of environmental education. In America, 
.~~, ... ,...._. (1977 cited in Scott 1986:22) reviewed environmental education wrote: 
"Barring reading, writing and arithmetic few subjects are being taught today in so 
many diverse ways and places; institutions and people as that complex of cognitive 
content and affective known, precisely or not, as environmental education. 
To paraphrase Aida Leopold (1938), it is) by common consent, a good thing to 
engage in environmental But wherein lies the goodness, and what can 
be done to encourage pursuit? On these questions there is a confusion of 
counsel, and only the most uncritical minds are free from doubt". 
United States, the tenn education' and 'environmental are often 
used interchangeably. they are even combined Coutdoor-environmental 
education ') because of the interrelationship between the two constructs (Knapp 1990), 
Similarly, in the 7)ast New environmental education was often equated with 
education (Dowling 1979). 
En vironmental vUI~v(l",,;'U'lI 
through school 
problems cannot 
senses", He 
IS based on cognitive 
(1974:29) 
first-hand, are 
sensory awareness is an 
and sensory awareness 
that "while some environmental 
can be detected by the 
of environmental 
education. Perception is based upon both one's previous and 
environmental conditions. The development of awareness, therefore, can 
affected by one's variety and quality of environmental His view is consistent 
with that of 
education pf()gramtrnE,g 
1979; 
Matre who has written comprehensively about environmental 
Acclimatization 1974; Sunship 
and Earth Education 1990) all which have influenced the lives 
of many thousands of educators, leaders and numerous countries, 
11 
Van Matre's concern is to, awareness, increase appreciation and 
students involvement the natural world. 
environmental education as breaking down 
states: 
and 
has described 
of students. 
"This is the meaning and goal of the Acclimatization programme: a breaking 
of the barriers to the point where human beings can feel themselves not only 
completely surrounded by their environment, but totally involved with it as well. 
Once, unity with Nature, they are more hesitant to destroy 
they that to do so themselves." (Van Matre 1972: 11). 
This philosophy environmental "'U.IUIv"L~lU'H developed similarly it 
from concern about the environmental (Greer all 1986) a need for 
social awareness environmental (Gough 1990). It not, in general, a 
vehicle for action-oriented projects. 
2.3.2 School~based Environmental 
Van Matte's approaches were in Summer vacation camps but prior to 
environmental education appeared in the United States America in 1968 as units 
formal 
of schools 
Subsequently it has been subject to incorporation within the structure 
1980). It is at producing a that is knowledgeable 
concerning biophysical aware of how to help 
solve these problems, and motivated to work towards 
Halverson (1979) has attempted to identify the weakness of the form of environmental 
education . . 1S common 10 Australia and New Zealand. His criticisms were that: 
"( a) the content focus on natural rural environment (is) at the expense of social and 
built urban environments the drastic in the population distribution of 
most develuped nations from a primarily to urban dominated society. 
(b) the methodological tendency to examine the environment ,strictly from the view 
point of a scientist at the expense of other potentially valuable non-positivistic 
ones(e.g. intuitive and artistic ways of looking at the environment); and, 
(e) the advocation of a preservationist view of the environment (i.e. the "purityll) 
of the natural environment must be at all cost, as to being 
utilised through a variety of efficient resource managemenl strategy" (Halverson 
1979:20). 
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Additionally, environmental on surface symptoms 
waste and over-population, However the roots as air and water 
cnses are human attitudes~ values and belief systems. 
crises requires a fundamental change in political and educational 
If not, environmental will stress 
simply providing information to students 
short term 
public will not 
attitudes. Hence, education must 
are to be solved. 
with human behaviour if 
the causes of environmental \.1.1.'-'1.1.1.\.<1. 
Many (e.g. Greenall Van Matte 1990) have argued that environmental 
reasons 
schools has failed to achieve all of its objectives, there being two major 
this failure: 
II feel "safer" with programmes in and about the than for 
it, 
- insufficient support is provided to teachers to implement the changes in teaching 
methods, styles and organisation schools required for the achievement of the full 
set of environmental education." (Greenall 1986: 10). 
(1990) concluded that environmental education for people represents Van 
enjoyable with outdoor nature crafts. curriculum enriclunent activities, 
nature awareness, games, socialization and environmental projects. 
Education is not an end in itself and it must be concerned with functioning of our 
quality of life on our (Wheller 1977). Education is a process, not society and 
a product, 
think rather 
most educational programmes are geared toward '''' ....... u''''J;; people what to 
how to think (Swan 1974: 30). In addition, current educational systems 
are based on abstract learning and 
provide the basis for a socially oriented 
mental education is a vehicle for 
These systems 
It is a timely to 
education 
not to 
that environ-
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2.4 SUMMARY 
cbapter has briefly reviewed the evolution environmental education in developed 
countries, Environmental education evolved from camping, nature study, outdoor 
education conservation education. roots have made a positive contribution to 
the formation of modern environmental education which has been developed and 
incorporaled fonnal education, 
Chapter will explore the status of environmental education in developing countries. 
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THREE 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
IIS0 Ihe main quesrions thal we have to ask are the following: can we 
Americans, Africans and inhabitants of the needy South, accept as 
way of seeing and interpreting ecological facts adopted by the countries of 
super-industrialized, wealthy North? Is it not necessary to reveal the that 
underlines the attitude of dominance? What are the central issues environmental 
educQtion? .... II 
Chiappo, J..AI\.JlJv ..... v 456 
INTRODUCTION 
education in developing countries. I review the status of 
environmental education from a World perspective is examined. Key 
in school-based and community-based environmental education are addressed and 
3.2 
of conservation education for 
is introduced. 
tourism development 
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
the 
environmental education was 
Nations Conference on the Human 
rec,ommenae,a that: 
by the international community at 
nvtronmelrlt (Stockholm) June 1972) which 
", .. the organisations of the United Nations system, especially the United Nations 
Scientific and Cultural Organisation, and the other international 
concerned, should after consultation and agreement, take the necessary 
to establish an international programme in environmental education, 
interdisciplinary in approach, in school and out of school, encompassing all levels 
education and directed towards the general public, in particular the ordinary 
citizens living in rural and urban areas, youch and adult alike, with a view to 
educating as to the simple steps they might take, within their to 
manage and control their environment" (UNESCO 1980:19). 
According to Krasilchik (1987) the need for pn~:I1T('\n than that 
noted by 
progress 
well 
(1980). between the interests development and social 
World, and preservation of the environment, demand a 
and enlightened institutions that could bring about the process of 
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creating new of action economic activities that would respect the necessity 
.<U".LUp:, an "''',J1V'1''.1 Each new generation needs to learn for the 
importance of nature conservation. 
THIRD WORLD DEFINITION AND FORM 
definition environmental education in developing countries is based on needs 
identified in local situations. For example, -Bhuju (1990: 12) has defined environmental 
education for Nepal as: 
" ... a system to mobilize human resources promoting sustainable developmem 
and environmental protection through irifonnation l extension, education and 
training to the resource consumers, community partners, special interest groupSJ 
and decision makers} so that in the long ten» erwironmentai responsibility will 
devolve to the government, non-government organisations, community and 
individuals whose decisions and actions collectively and cumulatively determine the 
quality of environment of Nepal in particular and of the world in general". 
Fensham (1978: 449) noted about nature environmental education in developing 
that: 
" ... environmental education is still largely unknown, not accepted} or misunder-
stood by many educational administrators and teachers. Curriculum units such as 
'Choosing the Best Fuel' (Nepal), (Model Home Garden' (Philippines), 'Small 
Farmer Numeracy' (Thailand) may well make headway in these and other Asian 
coumries under rubrics of science or basic education". 
Fensham (1978) further that if the 'Best Fuel' syllabus is an environmental 
education programme, it will not do much to environmental awareness. Instead, it 
will help people and children in Nepalese schools to choose fuels more efficiently 
share these skills with They will experience from what is an 
increasingly time-consuming as they for fuelwood. 
There has recently been considerable development of environmental education initiatives 
and associated curricula in developing countries, such as Mexico (Carrera and Knotts 
1988); Nepal (Sherpa 1 Gurung and De Coursey 1988; Bhuju 1990; National Planning 
Commission/Nepal and ruCN 1991); Jamaica (Taylor 1988); (Kabala 1 Koech 
1988); Asia and the Pacific (Krishnaswamy 1974; UNESCO 1981; UNEP 1986 ); Latin 
(Luti 1974); Costa (Hall 1985); Israel (Zoller 1987; Blum 1988). Lack of 
documentation language may prevent the full extent of other programmes 
being known. There is a growing body literature dealing with environmental 
education the Third World in general (Chiappo 1978), and some detailed studies are 
available akshi and Naveh 1980; 1981; and Smyth 1987 and 
Seeley 1987). Common elements can distilled from these programmes. 
Environmental education should be concerned with conservation and development 
1974), thus promoting the survival of human beings and retaining the delicate balance 
nature. To place environmental in its H.J,,",''-'UJ. context, we must be clearly aware 
that the task cannot be reduced to a of industrial hygiene and conservation of 
although this is an urgent part of it (Chiappo 1978). People in developing' 
countries should not be concerned primarily with saving endangered and rare species at 
same time they have to deal with day-to-day hardship and survival. needs both 
of individuals whole societies each country must be addressed alongside ecological 
concerns (Vidart 1978). Hence, new strategies environmental education 
developing are not only to cultivate environmental awareness and change 
attitudes but also to focus on action-oriented problem solving strategies (Howard 
1983). 
3.4 SCHOOL·BASED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
and Castillo (1990) reported that most school-based environmental education models 
and programmes in developing countries are imported from developed countries. This is 
because most schools lack locally prepared teaching materials. 
Chiappo (1978) challenges the wisdom of imported education, stating that developing 
countries need to approach environmental from the point of view of impover-
ished Environmental education needs to address local environmental as 
Rugumayo (1987), an African biologist educator, succinctly states: 
These 
"Third World countries have more or less similar problems, but priorities can only 
be determined by each country after it has assessed concretely the problems as they 
express themselves in real life. Generally, after a survey of various countries' 
environmental issues, key issues fall under six headings: conservation, food, 
family planning, water-related and pest-vectored diseases, pollution and energy". 
major subject categories can be addressed in a number of ways. Knamiller 
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distinguished 
knowledge-based 
issue-based learning approach in environmental .... "' ........ ,,' from 
approach and 
(Table 
The emphasis of environmental 
education is on: 
Planting crops on a hillside to minimise 
Applying oral hydration 
suffering diarriwea 
to infants 
Growing (catching), preserving and LfIf)'ILLTL 
fish 
Building efficient wood burning stoves 
Controlling food 
a syllabus appropriate to developing 
Lesser emphasis on: 
Explaining the structure 'of soils 
Extolling the virtues boiling water 
The ecology of fish VUL''''' .... ~f.U,'~ 
The energy cycle 
The interaction of plants and animals 
Building economic 
which to live 
pleasant shelters in The sociology of human behaviour 
Developing 
organisation 
supplies 
Identifying a 
problem 
environmental 
As Table 1 
maintaining a community 
protecting local water 
local environmental 
solving a specific local 
Table 1 
Describing systems human organisations 
Discussing global environmental 
Doing simulations 
Learning Approach 
an issue-based approach is most conveniently described as a 
subject content skills are learned 
concerns (Knamiller 1987). In this sense, 
the light of actual 
developing countries " 
IJV"-"IJ"'-' were as environmental illiteracy ~ and economic suffered by 
as population, pollution and resource exploitation in nQ1JStlt1aJ.1U:a countries" (Traver 
11). Environmental education should focus on real, local problems 
participatory action rather than on theory or knowledge-ba.sed approach. 
3.5 COMMUNITY-BASED ENVlRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
Non-formal environmental widely in many developing 
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Korea. Thailand, New Guinea, Philippines, 
Nepal) and is differently depending on needs. For 
in Korea environmental focuses on technologies while 
it aims to improve functional and to provide on aspects of health 
and hygiene (UNESCO 1981), 
region of it " .. , is not so much 
the local nor is it just about diffusing 
community. Instead, it is about changing 
resources" (Thakali 1991). 
literacy skills 
or technologies in the 
towards the use of natural 
3.6 ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION FOR 
DEVELOPMENT 
TOURISM 
many developing 
tourism developr.:1ent. 
environmental education is seen as a vehicle for sustainable 
tourism for """,""JllVJ>.U.l1v development is based on the 
exploitation of 
deforestation, ... " ... '_I"..,'L"'/1 
resources. Such has accelerated the 
wildlife and in tourist 
Environmental education in these areas, therefore, VL,UIV ..... .,., ....... " conservation 
natural resources. a result the practice of conservation education, 
en viromnental is once more being (e.g. Achoka 1987; 
than 
1987; 
GOlick 1987; Coursey 1988; Gurung 1992; Passineau 1990; Thakali 1991). 
This is particularly where the local economy is based on nature 
In Zambia and environmental vUt ... ..,a.U.Vl is as a to the 
conservation of wildlife through the 
(Wheller 1977). Sherpa, Coburn and 
of national parks and 
(1986) and Burbank (1992) similarly 
concluded that conservation education is particularly helpful for local resource conservation 
and development. 
education helps 
wilderness environment and helps 
limited resources in their areas", 
There is a growing concern about the 
stated: 
understand the complexity of the human and 
people learn the best ways to maintain the 
and conservation natural resources 
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in tourist destinations. International and domestic tourists must be vu •• v ... v .... in understand-
natural and environments of these destinations, and minimising their 
impacts on environments, thus maintaining the delicate of nature and 
human beings. tourists can for their needs while local 
I.JCiU'l.Jlv can plant trees to meet their fuelwood Such will help improve 
the quality of while the is 
3.7 SUMMARY 
It is clear 
developing 
literature review that perception of environmental education in 
in developed For developing 
countries, school community-based more practical than 
theoretical, is also an urgent for cvnservation for 
development in countries reliant upon tourism dependent on the attraction natural 
environment. 
Chapter Four the environment and development developing countries 
with on environmental and the environmental 
resolving the problems. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
ENvmONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT: ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 
"Poverty is locking the World into a dismal cycle of events; in their 
efforts merely to meet of food) shelter they are bein:; forced to 
destroy the very resources on which their future (and prosperity 
of all) depend, II 
Mostafa Kamal 1987:1 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
this chapter I ' .. L ..:> .... U'''" 
developing countries. 
educational systems 
accelerated common 
literature on the environmental and development issues of 
countries share common characteristics such as poverty I 
aet)enaerlce on external vicious poverty cycle 
education is problems, to 
resolving these problems. 
4.2 DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: A DEFINITION 
term countries' is widely used in the literature (Barke and O'Hare 1984; 
Cole 1987) to relatively poor nations the relatively rich. Other 
VAVIJ"'''''' , the 'South' and the 'Third World' such as 'emerging' I 
have been used 
Africa. Asia and 
location and extent, 
ways to 
America" (Barke 
countries are 
World) was first used by 
'stages'of quality of 
of nations in 
1984:1). geographical 
known as the Third World. tenn 
demographer Alfred Sauvery in 1952 
did not intend it to either the 
tiers monde 
in referring to 
political or connotations which it has now acquired. 
4.2,1 What Constitutes Development? 
Development is a complex economic, 
on Western societies notions of 
political concept 
progress. 
Western interpretation of what constitutes development. The United 
el 1984), based 
implies a 
and the World 
both assume the economic growth concept of development which Gross 
National Product (GNP) as a concise measure of development. 
to driven by exploitation of natural resources which may have """,P.r.,," impacts on 
Bawa (1989) is 
As a result, 
of 
"Development to us means not 
in an equitable manner. 
needs for all; instead of only 
(Bawa 1989: 143). 
welfare of human beings is 
Nations and the World Bank that: 
minimum 
of living" 
and Healy (1990) have shown that the development process is bound up with 
complex inter-relationships 
production, 
environmental well-being 1). 
key aspects of socio-physical development. i.e. 
of :income, utilisation 
RESOURC 
S uSbllnBble 
1. liloh po, oaplla Inoomo 
2. Eql.lUy In Inoom. dl&t"butlon 
3. Enlll,o"mel'lhi P'OIO<lUOn 
•. P arlloipUloll 
natural resources and 
1 Aspects of 
Adapted from 
Development 
(1990:19) 
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The bi-directional relationships in 
with the. natural environment 
1 development is linked 
production increases a 
reduction in 1.'''\.1£'-');;"",,, diversity 
natural resources. . An 
range of environmental 
soil erosion. 
economic 
including 
The above of socio-physical development must be consistent the notion of 
sustainable development. Sustainable development is 'development that meets the needs 
of the without compromising the ability of generations to meet their own 
1987). It both the basic needs of people conservation of 
natural resources so that 
development legitimises 
and conservation can be compatible. Sustainable 
by casting it as tenn economic 
. growth (Ascher et al 1990). notion of sustainable development is 
Chapter 
4.3 THE 
4.3.1 Poverty 
ADDRESSED 
The World Bank (1990) reported that more than one billion people in 
are in abject poverty. Since 1980, the number of malnourished people in 
increased cent (World Institute, International Institute 
Environment and Development United Environment 1988), In the 
poorest countries, population rates are outstripping to 
the necessities - housing, fuel and food 1989). Poverty is indirectly .. "" .... v.vJ. 
ating overuse of resources and consequently creating environmental problems. 
in Nepal over exploit forest resources in order to a share of ,...,..." ........... 
reasons for poverty the consequences poverty should considered in the 
of conservation and development. 
4,3.2 Inequality in Income Distribution 
Although more food is produced internationally to world's five billion 
people. inequitable of land wealth causes hunger (World 
Resources Institute et al 1988). VenkataramanWl (1989:27) 
I'"\",,,,UA"'" developed and developing 
"Nearly 79 cent of the world's total output is produced in developed countries 
where only cent of the world population lives. The remaining 75 per cent 
of population share the of 21 per cent world output inequality in 
living standards is even more glaring when we realise that 47 per cent of the 
population living in low-income countries like Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and 
countries of tropical Africa produce 5 per cent of the world's output". 
Inequality of ,n('l'\t"r"" distribution is one the problems but structure 
contributes (World B 
. those at 
India and 
1990). '-'A'UJ.1IJ~'-'> 'lower castes' and tribal people are among 
1'>."' ......... ",. poverty in many developing countries including Nepal, 
4.3.3 Agricultural Modernisation: Green Revolution 
"Some most profound social and economic changes experienced in developing 
countries since the end of World Warn have associated with attempts to modernize 
(Ascher et al 1990:31). modern is a tion agriculture, the so-called 
"Green Revolution", has also been accused changing income distribution in ways 
unfavourable to the poorest the poor, in increased numbers of landless and 
unemployed 
problems 
dependence on multinational corporations and long term envITon-
chemical pollution. 
Although it has been stressed the World Resources Institute et a[ 1988) that the 
Revolution" the 19608 alleviated in many developing countries, a 
~~ .... ~ ... ~ of their populations, some 40 to 50 per cent (Venkataramanan 1989) still 
live in poverty and suffer maIn utri tion. movement has benefited only the richest 
people in anyone developing country. 
4.3.4 Education 
Many countries have previously colonies foreign powers and their 
education systems were often totally irrelevant to indigenous concerns, being on 
syllabi and examinations derived Western, urban perspectives (Howard 
VuUiamy 1987; Tomkins 1987). The of such education, where it has been 
accessible, has lack provision for 
improvement which are needed in villages 
skins for survival and community 
developing countries (Howard 
Political independence brought degradation education """tp.n"" Schools developing 
countries now lack "y'~V""'U This 
quality of generat is no free access to schooling 
are left without a basic education. As a result, many people are illiterate, 
out' rates occur among the poorer children whose labour is nCC;(le:(l 
collection or working the family agricultural plot. 
It is environmental education beyond formal schooling ",,,,r .. rru· so that 
the "'1"\r ....... can be included in local conservation initiatives at Lack 
leads to lack of access to environmental education formal 
informal environmental education should 10 
this lack. Informal systems will the long term 
and development, until such times as appropriate 
IMLl"U",-:> are available. 
to 200 
and Aid 
countries are highly dependent on 
and aid. For example, aid 
cent for Tokelau (Buckley 1990). 
counterparts for 
cent GNP for Fiji, 
Linden (1989) argues that aid can playa positive solving environwental problems 
the quality of life in the Third World. and Latvmoff (1988:xii) 
make the criticism that " ... unfortunately, are many examples of aid projects 
have disrupted the lives of local and done serious damage to the envrron-
menL." One major culprit is the World the lending institution for distributing 
aid, which has a history of in large, ecologically 
capital as jungle highways dams (Elmef-Dewit 1992). 
4.4 ENVIRONMENTAL 
environmental problem a resource damaging situation which is not 
universally recognised or is difficult to 1990:42). The United 
Conference on the Human Environment reported that environmental 
problems are mainly caused by over population, overconsumption 
unequal distribution of wealth "",r",,","'" industrialised and less 
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between different sectors of community within each and a drain on 
resources wasteful technology including military armament (Withrington 1977). 
A workshop on environmental education held Bangkok (UNESCO 1981) reported similar 
environmental problems in Asia and the example, Bangladesh (Latif 1981); 
India (Atreya 1981); Indonesia (Sinambela 1981); Malaysia (Prabhakar 1981); Nepal 
(Lohani 1981); Sri Lanka (Pananalderiya 1981) have reported that deforestation, water 
pollution, extinction of wildlife. soil erosion. fuelwood crises, air pol1ution and 
are major environmental problems in their countries. 
4.4.1 Deforestation 
to the World Resources Instituteet al (1988). forests and rangelands, which 
together cover about 84 cent of Earth's land surface, supply humans with the basic 
of wood, meat milk. Managing them sustainably is one the greatest 
"'''u,"v.:> to kind. Unfortunately. the destruction forest resources in developing 
countries is one of the major environmental concerns in the 1990s. The World Resources 
Institute et al (1988) that if present deforestation rate of 6.2 million hectares 
were to continue. the tropical moist forests would be completely cleared in 177 
years. 
Environmental degradation in the llimalaya has worsened rapidly since the 1950's and 
human population explosion is blamed for it In Nepal the greatest degradation is caused 
by the to extract fuelwood cooking heating, for and for 
house construction (Bajracharya 1 
Recent research on firewood has found that thirty developing countries are already 
experiencing acute shortages (Gregersen, Draper Elz 1989). Urgent action is "",,,,,,,",,,,,,11 
order to meet the local and to develop alternative sources energy 
consumption (Bartelmus 1986). Energy sources such as biogas are unlikely 
however, because 
assets of most households in 
Deforestation in 
cost of even the cheapest plant exceeds entire 
villages 1989). 
ways to degradation and destruction of environments. 
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It is estimated, for that some 60,000 km2 land is affected in the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone, Iran, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Northern Africa and 
the Middle east areas (Bartelmus 1986) where poor soils and climates have resulted 
severe droughts and floods (Buchanan 1980:34). Barke el al (1984) argue that the 
practice of shifting 'slash and burn ') cultivation developing countries, especially 
where there is tropical rain forest, is cause of environmental deterioration. However, 
other argue that this is not necessarily true. lndigenous people Zimbabwe have 
maintained shifting cultivation without removing trees since 1930s (Wilson 1988), 
practices can have implications for environmental education. 
4.4.2 Urbanisation 
VirtuaJly Third World nations are becoming increasingly urbanised 80 per cent of 
the growth in population the next few will be urban (Hardoy and Satterthwaite 
1989). Accelerated urbanisation without adequate basic facilities such as public water 
supplies, sewer .systems and rubbish disposal systems have the root of most urban 
environmental problems (Barke et al 1984; Bartelmus 1986; Hardoy et al 1989; World 
Resources Institute et a/1988). Environmental education urban should include 
a focus on these problems. 
4.4.3 Pollution 
Pollution (land, and water) has been a significant environmental problem in developing 
countries, it is not confined to indigenous human settlements alone. For example the 
Heritage site of Sagannatha (Mount Everest National has become a "rubbish 
dump!! due to activities of successive climbing expeditions. Other commentators on 
pollution include (1974). His controversial article "Lifeboat Ethics" that 
of solving the problem poverty, the Revolution" has an agent 
for eeo-destruction chemical pollution. use of has degraded 
soil fertility and contaminated water. 
Population growth economic development have added to the depletion and pollution 
of water supplies throughout the planet, the risk of starvation, epidemics and even 
war 1990). In addition, health problems are linked to the and 
of water available. conditions under which it can be obtained and the 
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provisions made for of overuse (Hardoy et 1989). 
spread water related as malaria diarrhoea is common 
developing countries is exacerbated by health care, Barke et (1984) reported 
that less five per cent of GNP is used in the provision of care in developing 
countries. a result, high rates of mortality and poor expectancy occur. 
Environmental education should embrace a range of such issues. in particular 
should included as it is of relevance to the daily lives of individuals in all 
countries, 
4.4.4 Reduction of Biological Diversity 
Developing countries are rich in biological diver~ity. The implications of reductions in 
biological are attributable to losses in natural habitat beyond national 
boundaries 1991), so called "megadiversity states" by the WWF 
include Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, Madagascar and Indonesia, Four these states 
alone contain approximately 75 per cent of all species (Swanson : 185). 
"hot spots" have been identified (Linden 1989) where ecosystems are 
attack speCIes immediate threat of elimination. the troubled areas are 
Madagascar, where more than 90 per cent of the original vegetation has disappeared; New 
Caledonia, where per cent the plant is endemic; the eastern forests 
Africa, peninsular Malaysia and the Atlantic coast of Brazil. 
These "hot " directly from developing countries struggbng to feed people. 
Conservation of biological is simply not a priority of poor who are unsure 
of where their next will come from. One greatest challenges environmental 
education is the difficulty addressing environmental issues if the immediate needs and 
problems of people are acute, 
4.5 ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: A PANACEA? 
Many environmentalists that environmental a crucial role to play in 
environmental problems. Regrettably, education is a slow process its 
outcomes may only appear weU the future. Nevertheless, education is seen by 
as II. because it maintains eni:!;tnc~ns not only human 
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and 
constructive activity but also people's for nature (Schumacher 1 
question of what should environmental education is 
It all people, and is FOR, IN and ABOUT the (Devlin 
education awareness, and knowledge and 
communication for resolving environmental Hence. it has 
a vital in developing resources (Cortese 1992). Society needs well trained 
educators and professionals to environment 
4.6 SUMMARY 
This chapter has provided an overview of developing countries, concept of develop-
the issues of poverty, agricultural modernisation, dependence and aid. 
Deforestation, urbanisation, pollution and depletion of biological diversity are the primary 
environmental problems the natural environment 
Environmental education is a cornerstone for 
appropriate educational can be developed to 
developing countries. 
human resources so that 
above problems. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CULTURE AND A TO LOCAL PEOPLE INVOLVEMENT 
If There are places in the world, for example, where people have never heard of 
environmental education, but where many of its prime goals are already widely 
practised as a result of certain long-held religious and cultural beliefs that place 
high on wise custodianship of the natural world." 
Schmieder. Allen A 1977:24 
INTRODUCTION 
'-Ullv'l..lU'-,U with the view that education was a cornerstone developing the 
human resources to tackle environmental problems countries. 
Culture ___ "' __ '_ are equally important cornerstones. In this the 
religious values in environmental education and the 
local indigenous peoples in the planning 
values are important elements in 
of traditional nature conservation. 
maintaining 
CULTURE AND RELIGION IN ENVIRONMENTAL 
What is Culture? 
the purpose of this research, culture is defined " .. , as 
by human beings individually and collectively 
to promote survival and the enjoyment of 
consists of the complete set of learned and shared 
knowledge common to the members of society" 
5.2.2 Environment 
out that local and 
developed traditions 
They have 
maintained the delicate balance of nature 
the arts of living 
."" ...... ,"' .... "'H with their ecological 
1967). "Culture 
skills, habits, traditions 
1971). 
throughout history have 
to live in harmony with the 
resources for centuries and 
of their cultural and religious 
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values. Many authors (e.g. Klee 1980; IUCN 1983; McNeely and Pitt 1985; Nowicki 
1985; lakowska 1987; Gurung and De Coursey 1988 and Poranee 1991) have argued that 
cultural and religious values are essential elements in environmental education development 
strategies. It is important to embrace cultural and religious values since their practice has 
significant implications in nature conservation (Klemm 1985). Local people of Nepal see 
the forest 3.S an important economic resource and highly revere certain forests as the place 
where the gods and spirits live (Muller-Boker 1991). For example, in many villages of 
Nepal, local people protect certain forests in the name of Gods. They believe that the 
Gods live in the forests and therefore do not cut down these trees for frrewood and timbers 
needs. Instead they have high regard for such forests for their cultural and spiritual 
identities. Therefore management of forest resources is influenced by cultural and religious 
parameters. 
Jeans (1974) argues that perceptions of environments differ with culture. The physical 
environment is perceived through a cultural 'filter' made up of attitudes, past experiences 
and styles of observation. It is important at local levels to critically examine and adopt 
into environmental education local traditions and cultural values. In this way, environ-
mental education can be made more meaningful and appropriate to local indigenous people. 
5.2.3 Indigenous Resource Management 
According to Dasmann (1974 cited in Klee 1980) there are two major types of people in 
the world: "Ecosystem People" and "Biosphere People". 
"Ecosystem" (traditional people) are the members of indigenous cultures who live 
within a single ecosystem, or at most two or three adjacent and closely related 
ecosystems. Hunting ~ and - gathering societies that exploit only their local area, 
primitive fishing societies that harvest nearby reefs, and subsistence agricultural 
societies that till local fields would all be considered examples of traditional 
societies practising traditional systems of resource management. In contrast, are 
Dasmann's "Biosphere People" tied in with global technological civilization, 
drawing support, not from the resources of anyone ecosystem, but from the entire 
biosphere. One look at a representative meal of the average American makes it 
obvious we are Biosphere People; the beef steak from Argentina, the wheat bread 
from Canada, and the coffee from Brazil are all elements of a way of life based on 
global resource exploitation" (Dasmann 1974 cited in Klee 1980). 
Dasmann (1974 cited in Klee 1980) suggests that the ecosystem people maintain their 
existence within their own ecosystem, while the biosphere people invade the global 
thus maintaining from other 
people (ecosystem managed their 
of thousands of years in many of the world without 
(ruCN 1983; McNeely and 1985; Sponsel 1987). 
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Local or 
hundreds 
life support 
cultures have 
regarding living with the earth that the technocratic world has lost. Indigenous 
1-''-'''''1-'''-' uv"",,,,,,., an exact their local environment (McNeely and Pitt 1985). 
Many small-scale cultures have ways of 
ments - jungles, mountains and hot or cold deserts 
with their environ-
are several 
benefits of traditional conservation practices. For example, "slash cultivation" 
a 
blamed for a number of environmental problems but this is not so when practised on 
scale. 
Traditional systems 
countries are tied with 
nature conservation and resource management in developing 
held cultural and values. Resource 
by strictly regulated use plants and animals, :sacrcu 
is an important ways of maintaining life support ... " .. t ... "",,, 
lakes and 
Indigenous wisdom 
high conservation and value. 
Bhutan and have a cultural inheritance of worshipping trees, and 
elephants. familiar sayings, such as that a tree is as valuable as ten good 
sons, since a tree ten important 
fuel, air, water, soil, shade and beauty. 
'developed' visitors, traditional cultures are 
1985) and this means the loss of 
Conservation are lost as old people 
food, fodder, fertilizers, 
indirect influence of 
at an 
useful environmental 
(Klemm 
and their knowledge, usually unrecorded, is 
not to younger generations. Cultural conservation could a strategy for 
environmental which identity with environmental 
practice. 
The of cultural values cannot overemphasised. are: 
" ... the 'librarians' oj vast stores knowledge, accumulated over centuries, about 
the potential and actual usefulness to human welfare of resources unique to their 
own environment: natural sources of food, medicine, textiles, dyes, pesticides 
much besides that has lWt yet a category in conventional wisdom" (IUCN 1983: 
Cultural and religious values constitute an approach to nature 
which can 
Dwivedi 
a dual role as cultural conservation and nature preservation (WWF 1988; 
Sivaraksa 1990; Clark 1990; Moore 1990; 1990). 
academic U.10'I"U~'i.:I1\ .. Hl role. White (1967) and N1C)oClneI (1970) argue that in 
the Western world, the roots of modem aggressive pursuit of "'v •• vu~.v and 
technology lie in late medieval Christianity which has been blamed for current 
crisis. The contrast between the outcomes of religious and cultural influence 
is striking. 
5.3 LOCAL PEOPLE PARTICIPATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL 
PLANNING 
The the 
education planning is 
grassroots movement, 
local people including influential locals in environmental 
Iakowska 1987). combination a strong 
decisions and ~ ... u, .... ,-",'Vpublic opinion was found 
to be best approach to effective environmental education (ibid). 
5.3.1 Why Local People 
In genera!, participation means involving public in for the 
Environment and Ministry of Works and Development, New Zealand 1979). The tenn 
"local people participation" refers to ability of local communities to influence the 
outcome environmental education. Participation in the process includes such 
as identifying 
resources (Drake 1991), 
to 
in determining !H'\T',,,,"''''11'I 
in developing 
factors: 
alternatives, p ...... UHj' .. & activities, allocating 
the emphasis indigenous people should on participation 
patterns found the plight poor people 
(as with poor people everywhere) has been C01DOOUlloe:a by two 
1, "Lack of power to shape their own lives: Power has not been granted 
to the poor or encouraged in by the ruling groups, who cite their borkward-
ness and ignorance as reasons why they canlWt be trusted 10 make inleLUgenl 
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decisions about the their lives" 
L,. ''Lack of a sophisticated community awareness of both potentials and the 
and environmental hazards inherent in the various proposals for 
development" (Howard 1 
upon 
participation of 
awareness 
environment affects 
conservation and environmental education depends 
issues, their awareness of how the changing state 
(Tolba 1988). Knowledge 
who suffer the effects of 
how 
conservation 
rrOJrlilllOmial degradation. 
the environment 
does not reach millions 
should 
local people so that they can from and contribute nature conservation programmes 
(National Planning Commission! Nepal and meN 1992). Barbier (1991) on the 
IJv"U .... ~v are usually very much aware of the costs and impacts hand, suggests that 
environmental degradation unfortunately their 
Olsen and Olsen emphasized that "the 
that if individuals are to learn how to participate 
motivated to do so, they must have opportunities in all 
is often overlooked. 
democratic theorists 
in public affairs, 
of their lives to 
be 
collective decision . The rationale for local I>V\,.J'IJLV involvement in the VA.""'''L)''' 
of environmental is not simply to infonn people about the 
Indeed, it is to revive the cultural and religious values that have 
implications nature conservation. 
In addition to in planning education, Jakowska (1987) points 
out that local action groups are also very important they are socially 
and emotionally attached to local issues and problems. The "Chipko (hug trees 
movement) has been initiated in India through the local people 
in response to environmental degradation highland districts (Dixit Tuting 1986; 
lakowska World Resources et al 1988; Dwivedi 1990: Bandyopadhyay 
1992). Local in India have literally the Chipko Movement as a protest 
against tree ~_.~ ... ,..., by commercial 
By contrast, Western techniques involvement public meetings, 
workshops, committees, submissions, 
" releases (Sarkissian, Perlgut 
uneducated people are involved 
education are required 
conservation (Jakowska 1987). 
Where there is a 
, laws without public involvement, 
1986) are not 
1 
are 
conservation 
Wright 1991; Jakowska 1987). Every 
conservation objectives with minimum 
maximum benefits to local people (Dasmann 1984). 
5.3.2 Benefits of Local People Participation 
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displays and media 
comparati ve1y 
approaches to environmental 
between community interests and 
of conservation 
failed (Bunting, 
made to achieve the 
ways of and 
Harrison (1980) stresses that public participation gives local ... "u'v'''' ",u" ..... u.v"'\..v in 
ability to control circumstances instead of being controlled them. 
will mean a considerable measure of self-help. 
According to Howell et al (1987), local people participation has four 
- participatory democracy 
be 
- comprehensive communication 
- effective decision making 
- politir'11 legitimacy 
Incentives 
shown that where human needs are given attention, conservation can 
(Jakowska 1987:233). Conservation without economic benefit is unlikely to 
un~ge~rse~n et aI1989). "Together, incentives and disincentives provide tbe 
and the stick for motivating behaviour that will conserve biological resourcesu 
function effectively incentives require some degree of regulation, 
through traditional structures. 
the significance of cultural and religious values 
Traditional resource· management and nature conservation 
to conserve the precious resources and meet the needs 
through 
education 
It is 
S llchpractices, when integrated into 
ofloeal inctigenous 
review of literature 
objectives, foundations, benefits, 
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education planning 
will strengthen environmental 
a tremendous diversity of 
of environmental 
education programmes; and the ways in which for developing 
countries. major objective of my thesis is to this ctiversity of material 
to an improved synthesis and outcome through collating the evaluations 
of people deeply involved with environmental education programmes 
understandings of developing countries. 
next chapter will ctiscuss the selected for use in this study. 
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SIX 
METHODS 
"Science is an enterprise dedicated to "findinf out". you want to 
find out, though, there are likely to a great " 
1 79 
6.1 
I the research methods procedures used in this study. 
the study and research design are briefly discussed, and the limitations 
identified. 
6.2 OBJECTIVES 
Three provide the structure and this study. These are: 
to the status of environmental developed and developing 
to n .. tP.,.,.,'" the of cultural and in environmental education 
l-"U.UJHJJE;, and the desired level of involvement local people. 
to environmental education models and processes, and to construct 
a L .. U,",V, " .... · ... v,.v for use in developing 
6.3 THE A .. ",'UJO.:JrJI. 
Babbie (1989:96) 
research method, 
based on 
interviews. 
6.3.1 HYPOTHESES 
Two hypotheses were 
1. 
2. 
That 
or inappropriate 
That a new 
DESIGN 
that "... the best study 
advantage of their 
is one that uses more than one 
(1) a literature an 
country' models of environmental 
'd,;;,vcloping countries'. 
incorporating local conditions 
study is therefore 
survey and (3) personal 
are inadequate 
countries, and 
involvement of people, better 
environmental education. 
6.3.2 SELECTION OF "EXPERTS" 
The question who should consulted this study 
was the meaning "expert" in terms of environmental 
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developing countries' for 
a issues. 
For the of this an environmental expert is as one who has 
both theoretical and practical understanding of environmental education at a high 
over years. people would have for 
involvement such as that noted journals, books, And conference papers. 
Purposive (reputational sample) was used this study. According to 
(1989:207) "pmposive sampling is a type of non-probability method 
own in the selection of members ". This researcher uses his or 
method was appropriate 
opinion. 
this study because it involved an investigation 
The were selected both from developing developed The geographi-
cal spread obtained wa.s wide with environmental education specialists representing Bhutan 
(2), Can1l1a (2), (1), Nepal (5), New Zealand (13), New Guinea (1), Peru (1), 
Solomon Islands (1), Africa (1), U.S.A. (1), U.K. (2) and Zimbabwe (1). Most 
experts developed countries have had I-I .... , .• ..,,,,"'v with environmental education in 
developing 
A variety of sources lists of participants were consulted in the search for environmental 
education Emphasis was placed on locating at one person from each a 
of developed and developing countries. A list of sources consulted is attached as 
II. 
6.3.3 INSTRUMENT 
A questionnaire was developed to elicit opinions on environmental education. 
Copies a letter to experts the questionnaire are attached in Appendix IlL The 
questionnaire was on a pilot L'I..<'""UJ.,-, including environmental education 
questionnaire consisted of five sections. It involved rank order (1= most 
important) and open-ended questions. ended questions were essential to obtain 
qualitative view of environmental and gave more flexibility for panellists to 
express their 
Section A of 
Section .B 
focused on 
influence 
views. 
questionnaire deals with environmental problems and the 
can contribute to the resolution of these problems. 
education 
groups and approaches for 
identified target 
education 
in which 
section 
can best 
Section C 
panel 
education 
with environmental education models. 
was subsequently in 
information obtained from the 
the researcher's environmental 
with the involvement of local people in developing in the 
planning environmental for resource management. This investigated 
the importance of involvement of people in of environmental education, 
and the implications of cultural and values in this orr>.!' .. "" 
The section sought 
education PV1"", .. tt' 
information on the background 
A list gives brief 
.,,"'J,J"' .... as Appendix IV. 
was provision for comments in the questionnaire. 
value and are attached as Appendix V. 
6.3.3.1 Procedures for Administering 
A letter of invitation and a survey questionnaire along 
experience of 
of participants is 
comments have 
a return 
envelope were sent to the selected PV1"1I"'r"r", In 1 Six weeks were allowed 
completing the questionnaire it was both long, and involved considerable reflection 
on past experience as well as current In addition, slow postal services in some 
countries necessitated allowing a reasonable turn around time. 
It was not to stamps for all countries involved. I appreciate the 
this respect. Within New Zealand, the freepost . .generous support of 
Lincoln was used, 
VI) were sent to non-respondents after four weeks. In 
some cases mail messages were also used. 
to join the panel, five letters were returned without having 
invitation and thirty five accepted. 
were unanswered. Four of those who agreed to join 
to reply to questionnaire. Thirty-one en'Vlr(lnrnerltaJ 
rnp"PT,!"W<" constituted the final panel. The reasons for declining the are 
VII. 
6.3.4 DATA ANALYSIS 
6.3.4.1 Analysis 
by systematic categorisation was used to analyse the data 
Environmental problems in developing and developed were 
highest rank (1:::: the most important) most important aspects 
identified. Questions one (environmental (outcomes of 
education), and six (approaches for education) were coded 
wa.y. Question seven (target group and possible approaches) was coded by 
respondents' three most important 
education. 
The answers to the open-ended questions were 
headings. Similar responses were coded 
from the literature reviewed. 
environmental 
and coded under a number of 
headings that reflect themes 
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Content analysis was employed for two reasons. Firstly. it enabled problems or statements 
provided by the of to be interpreted and categorised Secondly, 
ranking terms of importance was involved. it enabled interpretation and 
ca tegorisation to done with considerable objectivity. 
6.3.4.2 Interviewing 
Five environmental education experts were Christchurch. New Zealand, 
during the early stages of the study. The purpose of these interviews was to settle on the 
of study and to firm a realistic set of objectives, This approach is supported 
Weller and Romney (1988:7). the infonnal exploratory 
interviewing is necessary in order to define the area of inquiry and a general notion 
what to 
The interviews were unstructured and recorded on audio tape. Lofland and Lofland 
(1984:12) suggested that " ... the intensive interview to discover the informant's 
experience a topic or situation", This information was additionally to 
a multidisciplinary picture of environmental education. 
REVIEW OF A MODEL 
Following analysis the major survey and interviews, a composite model was constructed 
for review and criticism. and Participatory Model" environmental 
(Appendix VIII) was then distributed to fifteen people the 
for their comments and suggestions. Initially~ it was expected to distribute the model to 
all members the however, time affected most respondents and only 
those specifically expressed their willingness to do so were actually involved in this 
review stage. "Thank you" letters were sent to all of those people who contributed in the 
stage 07 the study (Appendix IX), 
6.4 LIMITATION OF STUDY 
The limitations in this study are inherent with the enormity of the and the methodol-
chosen, The survey is open to bias in terms of the panel selected. There will 
be many experts whom I did not know and the sample can not the 
opinions of all environmenta!education experts. However. the range of ideas expressed 
those who responded are consistent with the literature and the limitation is not therefore 
to be a one. 
It is also important to note that to investigate models alone is seen as a potential limitation 
and it was this reason that the tenn 'approaches' has subsequently been added. Hence 
the description models/approaches may a better basis on which to criticise envir-
onmental education. 
6.5 SUMMARY 
This study attempts to identify a wide expert opinions about the multidisciplinary 
field environmental education. The opinions were extremely useful 
environmental problems, models/approaches and development an environmental 
education model developing countries. A literature review, an expert survey and 
interviews were to collect and to expert opinions on environmental education 
different countries. Interviews were used to elicit the understanding of models 
approaches for environmental education. review of literature on environmental 
education models was fundamental in developing an integrated environmental education 
which facilitate conserva.tion education in countries. 
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SEVEN 
AN EVALUATION OF MODELS AND PROGRAMMES 
"Evaluation is something we do every day - from looking in the mirror in the 
morning and our appearance to greelinga friend and eliciting a response 
about how or she We engage in it when we make most) if not all, our 
rather than there? Is this or that a better buy?li 
1988: 14 
IIEnvironmental "'~"'''~ •• Ul notoriously difficult to evaluate J', 
O'Hearn, George T. 1981: 1 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
UvGlUU!H and environmental education are based on 
they are this used synonymously. The role of models and gramrlnes is not 
in the contemporary environmental education ~cene. Models 
seen as theoretical supplements to, rather than the core of 
Additionally, many environmental education models and 
philosophical concept of Spaceship Earth (Stapp 1974b). Spaceship as 
water, and 
This concept underpins most of environmental education LHV\..l"",,'" and programmes 
a limited supporting system which contains essentially all 
this thesis. 
I will evaluate selected models and of environmental education. 
.""' ..... v.,, and programmes were selected because they were consistently referred to in 
and in responses from the panel 
are evaluated the 
vU!.I..,o.,JVll programmes 
Their contributions, 
of appropriate conservation 
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7.2 NEED FOR EVALUATION OF MODELS AND PROGRAMMES 
no evaluative studies the viability and implications of models 
environmental (Scott 1986). Hall (1977) have defined a as 
an 
a 
or simplification of a system, or as the fonnalisation our about 
The educatbn models and programmes used developing countries to facilitate 
conservation/environmental education the of natural resources have often 
"imported" from developed countries. Research (e.g. and Castillo 1990) has 
suggested that such models and are inappropriate outside their 
originating culture. 
of environmental 
reason, is a need to evaluate the models and programmes 
in to develop improved, ",,,·H-,,,,,, and more appropriate 
ways to facilitate conservation wu.'u,-,,,,uu in 
7.3, EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 
is the process of the 
appropriate (Bennett 1988). In 
the successes and pitfalls the programmes rather 
countries. 
of ideas, objects, and events using 
education it mainly focused on 
on the (O'Hearn 1981). 
Environmental education has notoriously difficult to evaluate (O'Hare 1981). 
Robottom (1985) has two perspectives to The 
tific/analytic approach is a direct observation of perceived and which 
provide the ultimate link between scientific of the world and itself. 
This approach is typically to programme effectiveness but the ideology or 
values vHJ'U\J' ... u. .... u in the of an educational are not scrutinized. 
critical approach to evaluation assumes that knowledge is dialectical, an interplay of 
subjective views world and the historical and cultural frameworks in which they are 
located to evaluation. evaluations question the values underlying educational 
programme. 
I have developed an evaluation framework this study focuses on how models can 
be used to contribute to or improve and facilitate conservation education. It requires an 
evaluation of philosophy and processes, expected and 
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actions (Table 2). The implications and actions of models and programmes. are 
VA.,",."""'"''" in tenns of their capacity to facilitate conservation education in developing 
countries. 
1. PHILOSOPHY AND CONCEPTS 
2. PROCHSSHS (MEANS) 
3. OUTCOMES (ENDS) 
4. IMPLICATIONS 
5. ACTIONS 
2 An Evaluation Framework for Environmental Education 
7.4 AN ACTION MODEL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
7.4.1 Philosophy and Concepts 
Stapp (1974b) has developed an Action Model environmental education at the 
University of Michigan in the United States of America (Figure 2). 
PI<ILOSOPI<Y -----I~ __ 
COWC£PIS 
-----I .. Cloe~o 
Sl'nEM 
PRocess.a __ +1 
SPAC HIP EARTH 
HOMAN EOONOMIC!> , 
POPULATIONS TECHNOLOGY 
Community Ploblem-Solvlng 
Dallnlng Ihe IS6U& 
Bocomlng 
Ide/IIUylng 
Eveluallng Allemallvos 
Plan 01 acllon ------__ 
Action phase 
AA5AS OF EMPHASIS 
Valust! Clllllll08110n 
PI&6IHIUng lUll" 
laanillylllg alilHlllllill&8 
cOIl8 .. qu~II'ICU 01 all(;mallvea 
f oollngs aboul alleUlallll(;8 
Free eholae 
Figure 2 An Action Model for Environmental 
Adapted from Stapp 1974b:76 
Earth' is a philosophical "umbrella" Stapp's model. This philosophy 
is an appropriate framework for a T"iT't"\.OTQ are basic essential 
to environmental education. It is a limited supporting system no,1'UP'rP-1'1 by the 
the sun, It contains resources which are distributed unevenly around earth 
as well as within each nation. 
biosphere is a complex system which consists living and non-living 
are part of the biosphere and can play vital roles its as 
producers as consumers of materials. Furthermore, people can make rational decisions 
and establish a set environmental ethics that are based on human integration with, 
than exploitation the environment. 
7.4.2 Processes 
Two basic V\w\,""I",.:l that are 
valuing. These processes 
parts Action are solving 
to each other and assist the learner to develop skills in the 
area of defining problems; collecting information; organising and analysing data; generating 
alternative solutions~ 
developing, implementing, 
alternative solutions and 
evaluating a of action. 
the best alternative; 
As in Figure a teacher (T) a predetennined body of information and 
then conveys the materials to the students (8). When the teacher functions this role, 
content (C) has already been determined by administrators. The teacher becomes fatniliar 
with the content and then assumes the of expert in conveying information to the 
alternative situation is one in which amount of information about 
the environment (E) and the of students for this information calls for a teaching 
model wherein the instructor does not serve as the principal source of information. 
Teachers are highly when they participate learning projects as team members, 
guides and counsellors rather than as star performers (Stapp 1974b). 
7.4.3 The Outcomes 
The Action Model to provide opportunity school children to their 
environment physically. intellectually and sensory In to develop 
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and motivations to become environmentally literate 
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The philosophical concepts which underpin this provide a broad approach to the 
biosphere which can be for conservation education in developing countries. 
foundation for rests not only school communities to a 
degree on what happens in our homes daily lives and community as a whole. 
models should of all walks of rather than single school communities. 
The Action Model a weakness in this regard. Additionally, children in developed 
countries ,attend from early ages in developing countries most children never 
have access to education. They learn through infonnal methods, and the Action Model 
cannot be applied by these methods. 
environmental education model must target the whole community involved in resolving 
environmental problems. Changes attitudes to environmental use do not 
happen easily. A long tenn, effon and commitment from all people is required. 
this reason, the economic and spiritual needs of target groups must integrated 
into environmental education programmes so that there is continued support a 
outcomes. communities should involved in environmental 
programmes and provided with opportunities to identify their problems 
traditional ways managing resources. 
THE UNESCO PROGRAMME 
7.5.1 Philosophy and Concepts 
The UNESCO is not presented diagrammatically but as a programme for global 
environmental education, It evolved the 1972 Stockholm conference of the 
Nations on the Human Environment and in 1 under the name of 
"International Envllonmental Education 
Similar to that Stapp} UNESCO model is based on the philosophy of "Spaceship 
(see 2) which individual countries (e.g. USA, South have 
adapted 
principles 
their own environmental education 
3) were endorsed at 1977 
Conference on Environmental Education in 
endorsed at the 1987 UNESCO/UNEP International 
Its goals, objectives and 
UNESCO/UNEP Intergovernmental 
Russia (UNESCO 1980) and were re-
r\n.TTP"<' on Environmental Education 
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and Training in Moscow (UNESCOIUNEP 1988). 
William B. Stapp, fonnerly the executive director of UNESCO's environmental education 
programme has stressed that: 
lithe goals and objectives of environmental education as adopted by the Environ-
mental Education Programme at UNESCO is very applicable to all nations. It 
emphasises focusing on critical environmental issues as identijiedbythe nation in 
an interdisciplinary, problem solving, real world, culturally sensitive, and futuristic 
manner. It also emphasizes a focus on attitude fonnation and Ghange, clarifying 
values, and developing critical thinking and communication skills, Furthennore, 
it places an emphasis on resource development aimed at sustainability" (Stapp 
1991). 
1. The goals of environmental education are: 
(a) to foster clear awareness of, and concern about, economic, social, political 
and ecological interdependence in urban and rural areas; 
(b) to provide every person with opportunities to acquire the knowledge, values, 
attitudes, commitment and skills needed to protect and improve the environment,' 
(c) to create new patterns of behaviour of individuals, groups and society as a 
whole towards the environment,' 
2. The categories of environmental education objectives: 
A wareness: to help social groups and individuals acquire an awareness of and 
sensitivity to the total environment and its allied problems, 
Knowledge: to help social groups and individuals gain a variety of experience in, 
and acquire a basic understanding of the environment and its associated problems. 
Attitudes: to help social groups and individuals acquire a set of values and 
feelings of concern for the environment, and the motivation for actively participat-
ing in environmental improvement and protection. 
Skills: to help social groups and individuals acquire the skills for identifying and 
solving environmental problems. 
Participation: to provide social groups and individuals with an opportunity to be 
actively involved at all levels in working toward resolution of environmental 
problems. 
Table 3 The UNESCO Programme 
UNESCO (1980) 
7.S.2 
the UNESCO programme is 
a perspective, implementation 
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to facilitate environmental education from 
been dominated by Western culture, schools 
and societies. Schools often become a focus for community action an agent for 
change 1990) and area of environmental education they have not 
Most developing countries, however, limited access to fonnal so 
targeting school children alone will not be an effective for social 
The of cultural socio-economic diversity 
a rigid model without significant 
ignore development issues (Hurry wruch is a major weakness 
and . cannot be separated from other. For '-'il.a.HHJ 
may have impacts on natural environment. 
7.5.3 The Outcomes 
it 
UIVYv,l. tends to 
environment 
road and dam 
The programme concentrates on a world population that is aware of 
environmenral issues committed to solving environmental problems. It is flexible 
enough to provide the framework sort of education required a 
multitude of countries. 
UNESCO programme fails to account for the reasons behind environmental 
degradation developing To be it should emphasise both 
conservation development since quality depends on the sustainable use 
and of natural resources. 
Theoreticall y programme to be a holistic one applicable to all nations. 
However, because of the domination of theoretical concepts and lack of practical 
it provides little practical guidance for and teachers the 
field. Nevertheless, broad philosophy of this model will provide useful guidelines for 
defining and objectives of environmental/conservation education. It can be a useful 
tool for developing a for conservation education in developing 
7.6 PROJECT WILD (PW) AND 
7.6.1 Philosophy and Concepts 
Wild (PW) and Project Tree 
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LEARNING TREE (PLT) 
. 
are innovative works of 
Regional Environmental Education Council and other associated org(loisations 
Western 
United 
States of America Regional Environmental Education Council[WREEC] 1986a, 
1988). are but compatible frameworks in terdisci p Unary 
environmental and conservation education 
forests ecosystems. 
philosophical approach PW and PL T is to raise 
appreciation nature. It is important of their 
which emphasise and 
awareness and 
ecological, other 
values, as well as its importance as a for understanding the fragile grounds upon 
. which aHIife rests. PW and PLT are concerned with providing and 
,nn.',,"'nn: evaluate choices, thereby helping learn how think rather than what 
to think. WREEC (1986a; 1986b:vii, 1988) states: 
goals of PW and are to assist learners of any in developing 
awareness, knowledge, skills, commitment to result in informed decisions, 
responsible behaviour, and constructive concerning wildlife and plants and 
the environment upon which all life 
7.6.2 Processes 
and PLT are designed for of elementary and "vv'J" .... students in North 
America. These programmes provide an set of teaching materials bound in 
attractive formats. However, because constitute a book'j approach for teaching 
environmental education from 
terms of teacher initiative and not easily 
settings. 
are restrictive 
cultural or 
PW and PL T use both indoor and outdoor settings to enhance learning. programmes 
have been used most heavily the United and Canada. PW and PL T provide 
instruction materials to thousands and youth leaderl. Their comes 
from orderly which with defining objectives and concludes with 
evaluating the activities undertaken (Table 4). 
I. DEFINE OBJECTIVE 
2. PROVIDB BACKGROUND INPORMA TION 
3, DESC1URJ! METHOD 
4. MATERIALS 
5. DnSCRIDE PROCI!OIJ'R.ES 
6. l.!XTENSIONS 
7. EV ALUA TION 
4 The of PW PLT 
",,,,,-,,,L,,-, (l986a, 1986b, 1988) 
This process can be helpful developing programmes locally in developing 
However, inflexibility contents and can an obstacle if 
transplanted without modification. 
7.6.3 The Outcomes 
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are 
Both PW and PLT set out to achieve students heightened awareness of the ecological 
relationships wildlife, plants and the management employed by humans. 
of the limitations PW is that programmes are designed 
specifically for a North American and Castillo (1990) reported that a 
programme rural elementary schuols several in 
exporting environmental education models as the PW example. rural 
Honduran themselves had no more a high school education, dropout rates are 
high teachers more than one grade level the same Additionally, these 
schools have very few teaching resources and physical facilities. authors that 
" ... U.S. environmental education models and materials may 
U.S. schools that do not hold in developing countries" 
7.7 EARTH EDUCATION 
7.7.1 Philosophy and Concepts 
based on assumptions about 
et al 1990:27). 
Earth is the of helping people live more harmoniously and joyously with 
the natural world (Van Matte (1987,1990). Steve Van Matre called it Earth Education 
because he the mission of environmental education gone astray, not because 
of a lack of resources but because people did not have a clear vision or direction 
environmental education. Hence, Education was offered as an alternative. 
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One Van MatTe's and more influential· books Acclimatization (1972) 
. provides a for Education. Acclimatization became a term for 
awareness activities especially in North America and other developed countries. According 
to Van Matre, many Western people experience the natural world as a "newu place, a place 
they had not previously experienced deeply and meaningfully. 
Van Matre characterises Earth as a which: 
hooks pulls the learners in with magical experiences that promise 
discovery and adventure (the hooker). 
2. in an organised way 10 a definite outcome that the learners can 
identify beforehand and rewards them when they reach it (the 
3. focuses on building good feelings for the earth and its through lots of 
firsthand contact (the immerser). 
emphasizes major ecological understandings (at least fo ur must be included: 
energy flow, cycling, interrelationships, change). 
5. gets description natural processes and places into the concrete 
through tasks that are both"hands-on" and "minds-on/' 
uses good learning techniques in building focused, sequential and cumulat-
ive experiences that start where the learners are mentally and end with lots 
oj reinforcement jor their new understandings. 
7. avoids the labelling and quizzing approach in favour oj the full participa-
tion that comes with more sharing and doing. 
8, provides immediate application of its messages in the natural world and 
later in the human community. 
9, pays attention to the details every aspect the learning situation. 
10, transfers the learning by completing the action back at school and home in 
specific lifestyles tasks designed jor personal behavioural change," 
(Van Matte 1990: 269-270) 
These are expressed the following table (Table 4). 
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PRESERVING 
We believe the earth as we know it is endangered human passengers. 
NURTURING 
We believe people who have understandings and feelings the 
planet as a vessel life are wiser and healthier and happier. 
TRAINING 
We believe advocates are to serve as environmental teachers 
models, to champion the existence of earth's nonhuman passengers. 
UNDERSTANDING 
We 
systems 
in developing in people a basic comprehension of the major ecological 
communities_of the 
FEELING 
We believe instilling people and abiding emotional attachments to 
earth and its life. 
PROCESSING 
We beHeve helping IJ"' .... 'IJ.'" change the way they on the 
STRUCTURING 
We beHeve in building 
learning experiences that 
programmes with adventuresome, ... _,..,--_ 
outcomes. 
IMMERSING 
We believe in including lots rich, firsthand contact with the natural world. 
RELATING 
We believe in providing individuals with time to be alone in 
they can reflect upon all Hfe. 
Table 5 '",u.u"" of Education 
(Van Matre 1990: 87) 
where 
Education advocates for 
about complex ecological, 
Education has been challenged. 
preservation of 
However, the 
instance, Devlin 
by educating 
preservation in 
has suggested that: 
preserve means to save from use. However, it is 
as well as use. To conserve means to save for 
to have conservation 
to use wisely." 
, 
The 
beings 
of human beings UoVI-'VU'''''' on the use of earth 'snatural resources. Human 
n .. r,,.,n ...... cannot preserve the earth but can use natural resources wisely. 
of advocating for preservation planet earth, Earth would be to 
emphasize 
generations 
use and 
posterity. 
resources of present 
understanding is a vehicle nurturing the interrelationships between human 
beings and 
develop a 
natural world. Earth Education exists primarily to 
sense of their relationship with the natural world. 
young people 
(1990:93) 
states: 
"In the field oj environmental the term ecological understanding has 
been years, but it is ecological feeling that we If ecology is the 
study of an organism's relations with surroundings, then for us, a significant 
part relationship must include an affective dimension." 
Earth Education provides a new synthesis 
The challenge fully grasping our 
our head and our 
communities of 
to the 
7.7.2 Processes 
One of the most ,rnr,,,,.,. 
of programme building. 
with expected 
reinforcements which 
U nderstandin g 
are 
human and other 
componen ts of 
education sets 
Participants in 
to their own daily 
ecological understandings emotions. 
with both 
major and 
attitudinal change. Management is the 
on the earth. 
is in the provision methods 
..... "'" . .,,,,, based on prescribed prC)gT,amme:s 
gramnnes are encouraged by and 
However, changes in children' s 
prevailing attitudes are unlikely to occur because their lifestyles are driven by larger 
cultural values and social norms. 
Van Matre (1990: 
(Table 6). 
suggests seven for building an 
3. Goals and ObjecllvC>$ 
4. Hookers. OrgBlllimrs. and Immersen: 
5. Vehicles and Acllviucs 
6. 3R 's: Reward, Reinforce, Relate 
Education 
Table 6 Programme Building Checklist 
In developing countries} many education can be developed based 
on this Programmes which target school children require little or no 
technical support because they the local and resources. However, 
trained people and specialised knowledge are required in order to run programmes 
effectively efficiently. would emphasize practical participatory activities 
involving play, games a of 
The model excludes socia-economic, political and factors which are 
environmental degradation. The needs of people which have been 
ignored should be of high in the education programmes for developing countries. 
For Barry Commoner (1973), renowned ecologist, concluded that: 
"We will not learn to treat the world nature as il needs to be treated until we 
learn to treat our fellow human beings as they deserve to treated in the ancient 
coin of social justice. II 
thus 
because peoples' 
that many parts the world, conservation of nature is 
are Educational effort must be cognisant of their 
realities. This must be a primary 
environmental education. If we fail to T'F"rncrnl 
educational efforts will ineffecti ve. 
uv .... '"'." and programmes 
and 
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7.7.3 Outcomes 
advocates preservation the planet It is totally facilitator-
and learning outcomes are specific with predetermined activities set to meet them. 
However, living more harmoniously is extremely in already spoiled environments. 
Additionally, I do not think it is feasible to change people's behaviours attitudes 
through a few of outdoor programmes as Earth Education appears to recommend. 
Environmental education must be ongoing and target adults as well as children. 
7.8 PROCESS MODEL 
7.8.1 Philosophy and Concepts 
A Process (Scott 1 for environmental education was developed in New 
by the Commission the Environment (Figure It is intended to be used school-
based environmental education. 
ElllllrOllllIllOlal Eduoalloll loouUs on ... 
I. ENVIRONMEN TAL PROBLEMS 
local, llallOnal or In IEHnaUIl!lsl III scope 
1 
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Alti"iu.1il4i Q:lro~j\ IcY, JCG)'.uncu ~t Itt. AUI$$ 
Ihl valm<>1 plopil. pi""" WIMlIIlblllQl 
---------
1 ~ 
3. VALUINQ 4. COGNITIVe 6. PROBLEM SOLVING 
value: LEARNING 
01"11110011(1): (I) &(H~lIon' pIO\)!l6~d 
(1) JUUt Ir.lfoduo~d wh"l (2) 1)"1 'OIUllo" ohonA Und"ulandlllOD (2) &lud&l)l~ ata, ~ b~lIef& lIt.,el4lllanl1 (:'I) .Clkm proposed 
(31 \UaIIIiOaIiOM Wbu& oan (4) .. <.>llo •• ,,,,,I.WOd 1000d IMy bn oblalnedt 
(4) e~lllifola 
,,' nnmlneo 
($) OfjpOl\IlIIIIY Iii 6. DECISION MAKING " 
'" 1(;·aSS&'fIS Inslflu{lollli . " 
" i$> I:4nnr.,n.J1 anvllonmlHlIaI manaQllmlllll; 
" palllcipaHon skills 
'" ... 
'" ......... 
'" .. ~ 
'" 
3A Model Environmental Education 
Adapted Scott 1984,86 
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The Model is on the assumption that is a growing concern for the 
environment fonnal education should this concern. Current environmental 
problems are the focus this alongside strategies for resolving problems 
new ones. "The process model requires a of classroom teaching 
is high process, 10w in content and involves controversial issues the classroom" (Scott 
1986: 265). 
7.8.2 Processes 
model that environmental education with the identification an 
environmental problem and ends with some positive action which contributes towards 
resolving the problem. Once environmental problem has been identified, classroom 
sensitivity development. values 
cognitive learning, problem solving and u.....,~h"}J'u" making or " .... \,..LU'I, 
instruction is on 
model is dominated by a conventional method of classroom about 
environment. It does not necessarily provide first-hand experiences or opportunities to 
explore the physical world, but is a teacher-led of education. Teachers in New 
Zealand Smith 1992) that this model fails to inform cruldren about a wide 
range environmental issues and ecotogical because it focuses on one only 
environmental issue at a . The model suggests that the rest of the are based 
on sensitivity development. It would appear that without forming attitudes 
environmental sensitivity, other elements cannot stand by themselves. 
7.8.3 The Outcomes 
Process Model 
of an environmental 
a process for taking some positive actions toward the resolution 
or problem by persuasion and management. Identification and 
discussion about the problems will provide an appropriate course of action so that the 
immediate problems can be resolved and prevent new ones. It equal weight to the 
demands both conservation and development. 
7.9 ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AOTEAROA (EEA)3 
7.9.1 Philosophy and Concepts 
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Law McConnell (1992) recently developed an Environmental Education Aotearoa 
Model 4). 
CULTURE 
Adapted from and McConnell 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I Tho ?loduol 
I I I 
I I. r 
..... I ...... 
.. 
The E.xperlentlal 
Pr"cee~ 
The glowing 
medium 
The supporting 
slruCIUr& 
(elwaye 
extending) 
Figure 4 Environmental Education Aotearoa 
The model covers three themes: interrelationships with the natural environment, 
3 Aotearoa is !.he Maori name for New Zealand. 
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human,effects upon the environment and resource management. It is based on experiential 
learning from childhood to adulthood. In this model culture is the 'growing medium' in 
which environmental education is fostered. Additionally, human values are a vital element 
in the model which stem from the cultural background and upbringing of individuals. 
7.9.2 Processes 
In this model, learners are -involved in experiential processes by choosing to involve 
themselves with an ecological process or an environmental problem or an environmental 
resource. This model requires monitoring and management to provide fIrst-hand 
experience, enhance cognitive learning and experience different values. The management 
strategies are essential for resource management. The model provides for learning 
experiences which develop appreciation for the beauty and fragility of the natural 
environment· and an understanding of interrelationships within and between natural 
ecosystems and humans. Furthermore, it sets out to develop the skills of critical thinking, 
inquiry, interaction and communication, evaluation and implementation of programmes, 
7.9.3 The Outcomes 
The model aims to produce environmentally aware people and ecologically sustainable 
lifestyles. Such aims, however, are only achievable when all sectors of a population are 
committed to change their prevailing attitudes. This will be a long-tenn process and will 
be difficult to measure. 
The model integrates the concepts of other models: the Process Model (Scott 1984), Flow 
Learning Chart from Sharing the Joy of Nature (Cornell 1989) and Earth Education 
(Van Matre 1990). The model could work wen in New Zealand where many schools are 
well equipped with trained teachers and resources. Environmental education has been well 
fostered in a cross-curricula or interdisciplinary fashion in New Zealand. However, the 
model is yet to be widely tested. The flexibility in choice of topic can lead to a variety 
of programme outcomes. The model is limited in its use for developing countries since 
the political, socia-economic and social factors are so different from the mainstream 
cultures found in New Zealand. 
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7.10 ACTION RESEARCH AND COMMUNITY PROBLEM~SOLVING (ARCPS) 
MODEL 
7.10.1 Philosophy and Concepts 
The Action "' . ...,<, .......... and Community Problem Solving (ARCPS) nn.'LL'." is an nnInac:n to 
environmental 
with the '-'v, .... '-', 
provides 
school 
education with 
evaluation 
Two-
developed at the University 
but pnrnn<l 
Australia. The ARCPS-model for 
the natural and social sciences, 
(Wals, Beringer and Stapp 1990). It 
by the means of a plan of 
collaboration 
the 
Research" is based on a ael:nocra 
make up the ARCPS model. First, "Action 
decision making concept, aimed at using practical 
problems as a source and knowledge (Wals et al 1990). It is 
series of repeated steps that can illustrated as a spiral (Wals et al 1990: 14). 
MONITORING AND REFLECTION 
THROUGHOUT SPIRAL 
IDEAS 
E \. Evalulil& ,..-------, 
J 
P 2- Plan '2 
(Plan I lel/leed) 
E 2- Evaluale ,..------, 
Plan :1 
I 2· Impla.manl 
Figure 5 The Action ~'V.:>VQ..vll 
out a 
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"Action Research" then, is mediated by a process critical. reflection personal 
engaged in by teacher and The nrr.rp.<:. begins participants 
and students) choose them. discussing l negotiating 
and exploring with one another, action participants isolate one environmental 
problem study. They mutually work together to understand the to recognise 
possibilities to explore the oppnrtunities for action, to 
identify the constraints that may their efforts. As participants begin to 
generate they enter the flrst loop of spiral. They develop a plan action (P) 
that wiU solve the problem, implement the plan (I) evaluate its effectiveness. 
Evaluation of the plan leads to development another plan of 
them into the second loop, and the spiral continues. Loops 
problem is resolved to desired level the participants. 
more until the 
second of the is Community Problem-Solving. It describes the 
which action research is employed context environmental education. 
Environmental problems are identified in co-operation with students and other affected 
The ARCPS is therefore consciously to areas or beyond classroom. 
Its are presented in Table 7. 
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involve students in the planning their own education, and, as a result, shift 
more responsibility fpr education Eo the students themselves, 
To place education in a meaningful context for students. 
provide students with opportunities to apply acquired knowledge in improving a 
local problem that they themselves have identified and recognised to important. 
To develop skills in environmental prohlem-solving, including working in 
groups; gathering,' analysing, synthesizing, and interpreting information; clarifying 
norms and . designing, implementing, and evaluating a plan of action,' and 
joint critical decision making. 
To identify and utilize sources of information within 
for educational purposes. 
school's own surroundings 
To link disciplines through focusing on a real world issue; giving teachers a 
chance Eo support each other in their teaching (and to actually get to each 
other a tittle better). 
To substitute feelings of apathy and powerlessness with the feeling that one, be it 
as an individual or in a group. can indeed make a difference. 
Table 7 of 
(Adapted Wals et al 1990: 1 
7.10.2 Processes 
and students as in the appropriate topic, determining 
the action evaluating the projects. The project topic is often chosen by wallcing or 
touring around the school neighbourhood. feature of this process is that the problems 
are chosen in the Ureal world" rather in the conventional classroom. Evaluation and 
modification are ongoing elements in 
significant strength of the process. 
7,10.3 The Outcomes 
phases of ARCPS. reflexive approach is a 
The ARCPS model is a systematic approach to that to equip students with 
the self-esteem and necessary skills solving environmental problems. It is planned to 
a well-rounded, interdisciplinary, active learning experience that helps people to 
work co-operatively toward the resolution of an of mutual concern. a model 
can contribute to and relationships; between the objectives participants. 
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Examples of this process can 
Latin America and Africa 
USA, Canada, Australia, Britain, 
great deal towards 
Stapp 1986). Hence, this model contributes a 
structural needs for environmental/conservation 
programmes in 
7.11 IMPLICATIONS AND ACTIONS: A SYNTHESIS 
. Although the ideologies of. the above andprograrrunes do not 
context of developing countries, are many useful ideas in 
valuable if adapted to local conditions. A good example of is an 
by teachers and faculty at Costa to develop 
environmental1earning activities 
the successful teaching 
et al 1 have a new 
implemented it in local schools. 
Wild methodologies that take advantage 
mere translation of the materials 
based on the framework of 
models and programmes of environmental education have been used 
countries (e.g., Honduras, Brazil 
Hexport" efforts may appear to be, they are 
differences constitute the only ",,"Ie'to,", 
African countries). As laudable as 
on an underlying assumption that 
implementation models 
and Tlr"OT!I in exogenous countries. In 
including the financial 
Instead of solving 
to undesirable results. 
factors should be considered 
resources requirt'tl to implement the 
the "export" of models and 
et al (1990) criticise the 
adoption Brazil, where it was used without adaption to local conditions: 
with North American predators such as timber wolves and grizzly bears. 
children apparently enjoyed learning about these exotic animals but 
was raised concerning whether they should be learning, instead) about 
predators in their own country that are quickly losing habitat to 
unplanned development and accelerating deforestation" et al 1990:27). 
I believe that a analysis of environmental 
development, of local people, their 
religious values that have helped them manage their 
be undertaken environmental education 
Models nrCI2T8lmrnes should not only provide philosophical 
sustainable 
the cultural and 
resources must 
but also be 
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"down to earth" and action-oriented with a local, or 'macro' focus. All too often the 
actions and activities set out in models and programmes are seemingly designed to inform 
the learner of macro environmental problems and to 'fix up' environmental woes such as 
the green house effects, or ozone depletion, rather than the immediate problems such as 
soil erosion, poor quality water supplies or and deforestation which have immediate impact 
on local people. In developing countries, it is important to develop a plan for environ~ 
mental education that helps resolve the immediate problems which have direct impact on 
the sustainability of quality daily life of local people. 
Another pitfall of the above models and programmes is that they principally target only the 
institutions of formal education. Traditionally, education has been focused in schools but 
environmental education now must occur in places or settings other than the classroom, 
particularly in countries where many people are illiterate and schools may be absent. 
Informal education by public participation could be the most effective method of 
disseminating environmental messages and taking the actions necessary to manage natural 
resources successfully. 
7.12 SUMMARY 
This chapter has evaluated a selection of contemporary models and programmes of 
environmental education with an emphasis on their philosophy and concepts, processes, 
expected outcomes and implications for developing countries. The Spaceship Earth concept 
is applicable world wide but is unlikely to be seen as an imperative in developing 
countries. From this discussion it is evident that a model of environmental education for 
developing countries cannot simply be transplanted from western nations without 
considerable modifications. A careful analysis of the needs of local people must be 
considered before designing and implementing environmental education models and 
programmes in developing countries. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
IIWe must be clear the end if we are to develop means." 
S Lawrence 1 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
In chapter I present the results from the expert survey questionnaire. quantitative 
results are reported followed by qualitative results which were content analysed. 
have been together answer to questions are discussed 
headings. 
and the literature ,.-'eI1<"'\>1 .... , 
me~m(~s raised within the results 
education models are discussed 
along with philosophical approaches and programmes. Some direct quotes have 
been modified presentation in standard English. I have used the of 
names as well as identifying numbers to n"', ... n-'n quotes. 
The rank indicated from the respondents questions ono, four and six were re-
assigned new values. For example, 1 most important was re~assigned the highest score 
10 and so on until the least important had the lowest value. The sizes are 
based on the re-assigned 
Question seven was through determination of important environmental 
education approaches for the identified target groups. 
The presented here all the results from the four relevant sections. Each 
section is presented along with the questions ease of releremce. 
8.2 SECTION A 
This deals with environmental problems in the country in which live and 
the ways in which environmental education can contribute to the resolution of these 
problems. 
Q. 1. In what are the environmental problems in your country? Please 
the problems and then rank them from important to least important 
most important). 
2. What are the causes of the above environmental problems? Please list the 
most causes. 
Q.3. What do you see as 
helping to resolve these 
that environmental education has in 
problems? 
Q. In your opinion, what might the OU[COimE~S environmental education be? 
rank the outcomes from important least important most 
important). 
8.2.1 Environmental Problems 
.study shows that in the opinions of selected environmental education I the 
natural resource bases of both developed developing countries are at an 
alarming rate. Environmental 
respectively.(Table 8). 
in Figure 6. 
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 
Figure 6 Environmental 
were identified for developed and developing 
most important problems from both are 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Identified in Developed Countries 
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environmental problems are similar in VLVI;';\,;U and developing countries, but the 
magnitude of the problems differ. The panel of experts from developed countries showed 
more concern about depleted biological diversity, pollution (air, water land) and 
introduced biota (especially in New and USA), One of the the 
prevailing "attitude" towards environment was that: 
"lack of ecological awareness, and belle! that economic growth and resource 
exploitation can continue since scientific and technological expertise provide {the] 
foundation economic growth and there/ore improve the quality of (M.O. 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11), 
Introduced biota 
depletion 
Energy conservation 
Lack of awareness 
Overuse of resources 
Rubbish 
Deforestation 
Overpopulation 
Table 8 Environmental Problems 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Developed 
Developing Countries 
Developing Countries 
Additionally, ozone depletion, lack conservation, lack environmental 
awareness, over-exploitation of resources, inadequate waste disposal and low. government 
commitment to environmental management were seen as problems. 
The most important problems in developing countries were identified as 
pollution, deforestation, soil erosion, habitat destruction, accumulation, 
Overpopulation, diminution of traditional cultural values, lack of public environmental 
awareness, desertification, the ",,,,,, .. v.,, slash bum agricultural practices and of 
water through deforestation were reported to lesser problems, 
Apart erosion, there is very correspondence between the two groups in their 
definition of problems. The· clear implications this conservation educa-
tion/environmental education will developed during discussion which follows. 
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8.2.2 Causes of the Problems 
A wide causes were reported the environmental identified. In many 
such as Zealand, Kingdom, Uni ted and Canada particular, 
unsustainable economic growth and "high" standards living are reported to have to 
deterioration of the environment. 
"There is an unwillingness anwng individuals to give up 'high' sumdard of living. 
They will continue until they are to do so changing {their] economic 
circumstances" (B.A. 1). 
Respondents in this also that the prevailing Western 'technocratic' approach 
to human dominance over nature rather 
of the environment. 
seeing humans as an 
"Historical factors and technology allow Western countries 10 expand themselves 
the environmental limitations of more traditional societies. A traditional 
society knows its environmental limitations and so lives in balance all the time. A 
Western society forgets, overuses resources, and creates pollution" (G.C. 25). 
The panel of experts developing countries such as Nepal, Bhutan, Fijj and Peru 
suggest that poverty is an 'agent' 
people must utilise 
the overuse of natural resources. example, many 
products to meet their cooking, heating and lighting 
Additional a lack of alternatives or <cultural 
use other than natural fuelwood, illiteracy, uncontrolled growth of tourism 
urban and rural development. 
to 
unplanned 
of knowledge of cause and is another reason for environmental problems. 
People lack appropriate information, and conservation often to supply 
about causes of 
effect-on the environment or on 
a result local people are 
own lives. 
"Often people are told something is wrong or {is] a problem without told why 
should not do something; unless understand fully how something will 
negatively affect them, nothing will change/I (D.F. 24). 
key to dealing with these problems appears to in the cultural and economic 
factors which influence the way IJV'-"V<V interact with their environment. Additionally. 
practice of 'dilution as solution to pollution' 
problems which allowed 
:.::::celerated a wide environmen tal 
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" recreational) tourism, hydro and development of wildland 
areas ... 
... weak implementation/enforcement of anti-pollution) regulations and ... 
... agricultural practices that are detrimental to the maintenance of long tenn soil 
productivity and water quality l1 CW.L. 10). 
The study has revealed that neglect traditional knowledge and conservation skills 
also at the roots of the environmental crisis developing Ignorance of 
knowledge and skills 
because once change has 
the of conservation of natural resources 
accelerated. traditional knowledge can no longer compete 
or reverse the new 
"Native knowledge has been neglected, as a result new [ideas} has meant animals 
and being introduced to very fragile environments .... " (M.T. 20) 
Until a narrow was considered in solving environmental problems. One ""VT."',-r 
opinion was that: 
"Many environmental are managed in isolation without a more holistic 
approach that focuses on all things interrelated and inter-dependent. An 
environmental issue is a/so a human health issue. All issues have human 
management consequences and or causes. To long term sustainable solutions 
to problems} there needs to inter-agency co-operation; irifonnalion sharing from 
the grassroots level to the international level. Environmental problems are not 
confined by any of the geographic boundaries that human beings have established" 
(D. 24). 
8.2.3 The Role of Environmental Education 
Expectations the possible outcomes from environmental education are 
suggested by many These 
A 
developing of and the global habitat through theoretical 
and experiential education; 
* our individual impact on the environment 
* showing how we can reduce (or even reverse) that impact in our own day-to-day 
actions 
* conveying understanding processes and mechanisms in the environment, to 
better enable appreciation and understanding and hence remedies for, the 
problems" . 6). 
outcome of study is that is no single for education 
in the resolution environmental problems. is a slow ......... v".,," It has as a 
moti vation, the of future Education should lead to _ .. ~_.,.."v~ in 
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human behaviour to future adverse impacts on environments. There is little, if 
evidence that result will necessarily ocellI, or 
"Environmental education is essential to the level of awareness of all 
groups. Increasing understanding should then to changes in individuals, 
community, and industrial behaviour .... " (M.B. 3) 
Results from the survey indicate that environmental education should encourage groups and 
individuals to take in resolving environmental issues because it helps people to know 
the problem, to identify the key issues and act appropriately. Education is as 
key to conservation and in long term social and ecological consequences 
human interrelationships in our planet. 
IIOnce people have knowledge and awareness of the inter-connectivity of all things 
(physical, human etc.) then they should be aware of environmental problems (but 
other factors are more important economic gain). So no matter how 
=~ they are, it does not mean good development in practice" (lB. 21). 
"It should ideally part of everyday life from childhood to adulthood, helping 
children developing conservation skills while showing adults what damage their 
activities are causing to the environment and what they can play in managing 
their environment sustainable waysli (B.P. 23). 
Environmental education will help the issues which are the causes 
of most environmental problems through 
Two the expert panel commented that: 
activities and their need resources. 
"It will also develop awareness, knowledge and understanding of the environment, 
positive and balanced attitudes towards it and skills which will enable people to 
participate in determining the quality of the environment" and RM. 28). 
The specific 
regrouped 
of environmental education which were 
are presented in 
have 
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A. INFLUENCING INDIVIDUALS 
1, Raising awareness of impacts of human behaviour on 
2, Encouraging individuals to modify personal behaviour 
3. Developing an understanding of environmental problems and testing possible 
solutions 
4. young people practice in focusing on issuest forming acting 
appropriately 
5. problem solving skills 
6. appreciation of earth and the global habitat through and 
education 
B. INFLUENCING SOCIAL GROUPS 
resolving issues 
help options to the communities affected 
through governments, non-governmental organisations and 
communities 
opportunities to participate in social and environmental decision making 
INFLUENCING CULTURAL IDEOLOGIES 
11. Developing supporting appropriate policies 
12. Promoting sustainable living 
13. Exposing alternatives for natural resource use 
14. Developing environmental literacy 
15. Teaching conflict resolution 
9 Environmental Education 
8.2.4 The Outcomes of Environmental .L:JUILII",Q 
Many panellists 
reflect the goals) COllcepUi 
and the extent to 
behaviour. 
outcomes environmental education. These outcomes 
environmental education programmes 
attempt to modify inclividual and community 
Nevertheless, all outcomes have 
environment. According to the experts 
implications for improving the state of the 
the most important outcomes of 
environmental education were changing attitudes and behaviours of people, raising 
environmental awareness) practical.actions environmental problems and 
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increasing people's understanding of ecological concepts. 
"Effective environmental education should lead to development of positive 
attitudes towards environment and ~ new philosophy/ethic which minimises 
negative impact on environment and encourages positive action to improve 
it" eM.B. 3). 
Addi tionally. improvement in the quali ty of environment, sustainable resource management, 
appreciation of nature, developing conservation skills, disseminating information about 
environment, developing a conservation ethic and improving the living standard (quality 
of life) of people were reported to be less important outcomes. However, 'conservation 
skills'. 'resource management'. and 'improve environment' are action oIiented outcomes 
are may just as readily be considered sub-sets of the action segment rather than less 
important outcomes. 
Awareness 
Conservation skills 
Action 
Figure 7 The Outcomes of Environmental Education 
The outcomes are illustrated in Figure 7. The segment size is based on the size of the total 
rank score for each outcome. Items of similar connotation have been collated under a 
common for example, appreciation nature and distribution of 
environment are included under 
developing a conservation ethic is 
improving living 
Iconservation skins' and 
is inserted under the heading 
One view of outcomes of environmental education,was that they: 
" ... should lead to changes in attitudes} and actions at [the} local level 
which protect the environment and support conservation initiatives by cultural 
institutions"(M.E. 17). 
8.3 SECTION B 
This section deals with environmental education in developing countries. If you have 
not had first-hand in developing countries please answer the questions 
based on your vvith environmental education. 
Q. 5. Please identify groups (in order of priority) which you think may benefit 
from an environmental education programme in developing countries. Please 
state your reasons for your order of priority. 
Q. 6. Which of the following do you think are the most 
environmental education in developing countries? 
approaches for 
them from most 
important to least important most 
Q. 7. \Vhich of the above environmental education approaches can best influence the 
target you identified? Please write the target groups' on the left 
and the corresponding to approaches in Q. 6 in the brackets on the right. 
Target Groups and for Environmental Education 
A wide range of target groups for environmental education have been lOenmlea this 
These are listed in order priority in Table 10 .. Environmental vu.~''''''''..lVU needs 
to all target groups because can all contribute in some positive to the 
of environmental problems. beHeve that the highest levels political 
are the priority target and a ..... ""-"-<v down effect will follow: 
liThe key is dissemination oj klWwledgeieducation ... by making 
levels, dissemination can occur a pyramidal system ... 
public. The people in power also have the ability.to impose positive. measures or 
encourage change through tax incentives .... " 
However, it is also found that the priority of groups can varied, for 
example, educating those with greatest (the voting public) who can influence 
the and One of respondents commented that: 
react to public pressures and public pressure comes from an iriformed 
active public. Thus politicians needs 10 know what to do". 
1/ I consider environmental education to pasture and livestock management 
training for farmers and herders} [or] design alternatives identification for 
engineers who build roads and hydro-electric facilities. Environmental education 
has come 10 be a topic relevant to urban, middle-class, educated person whose 
human are met and therefore the luxury to address their higher human 
needs (refer to Maslow's hierarchy, of human needs). For most people you need 
to teach the practical aspects not the theories" (W.L. 10). 
The approaches which can benefit different 
presented in Table 10 below. 
groups as identified study are 
Poll ticians 
Decision makers 
Policy makers 
Education concerning the costs of environ-
mental damages .. vs the costs of avoiding 
them 
By making a1 higher dlssemi-
nation of can occur through a 
pyramidal system: filtering down to the 
pubHc 
The people in power also have ability to 
formulate policies, change laws 
and impose positive measures (e.g. LaX 
schemes) 
They need to understand why they act as 
they do as well as provide them information 
Conservation efforts wi!! become a way of 
life only if we get support from politiCians 
and governments and agencies 
regional in 
sharing information 
* Access to information 
* Informal education 
.. Workplace BE 
for employees 
Priority" 2 
Pre-school children 
School children 
SlUden(s 
#3 
Community leaders 
Religious leaders 
Priority H 4 
Parents 
Farmers 
Landowners 
Priority # S 
Teachers 
Educators 
Priority # 6 
Industrialists 
Business managers 
PriorIty H 7 
Aid agencies 
Development 
Non-governmental 
organisat ions 
Volunteers 
PriorIty It 8 
Journalists (media) 
Priority # 9 
WG:ncn 
Training future cilizens/leadcrs 
Need 10 instil a new approach from the 
earliest stages of education 
Largest group of young population that is 
easily accessible via formal education 
It is difficult to change established adult 
values, Emphasis on the young so grow 
up with an environmental ethic 
They often have environment.al knowledge 
and ability to share it 
Many people 'vill copy those who they 
respect 
They will pass it on to families and children 
and can lobby government at all levels to 
provide practical in the field that is 
essential for 
Need to recognlse the need for sustainability 
Technical livestock and agriCUltural manage-
ment programmes that first meet their needs 
while providing better soil and water conser-
vation 
ljI are the custodians of forests resources 
'" 
>I< 
informal education 
To inject real sustainabiliLy from the 'LOP 
down' 
have strong influence on ;;U"U\.,''''''"'' 
practices are 
environment.al problems 
To raise awareness of the affects of ClP'JPlIln_ 
mem programmes and to ensure that environ-
mental concerns as addressed 
programmes are in a 
jJVO'''''.11I to become involved with 
are llsually involved with 
projects 
They have strong influence on decision 
makers and public opinions 
Women educate all children 
Women do most agricultural work. 
mem and health associaled manage· 
ment 
'" BE integrated into 
general school/ 
university educatIon 
ljI Informal educational 
opportunities with ince-
ntives for young 
e.g. award schemes 
'" Supply appropriate 
materials 
,. Informal education to 
local-leaders 
'" Specialist training 
11< International and 
regional co-operation in 
infonnatlon 
farmers etc. 
'" Aooess to information 
,. Technical and voca-
tional education 
'" Supply appropriate 
materials 
of personnel 
'" Access to information 
'" Informal education to 
business 
martagers etc. 
>4< of persOIUlel 
'II International and 
regional co-operation in 
sharing Lnform..ation 
... Training of t"I."\Y'i:I"!I",t1i'.1 
,. International and 
in 
sharing infonnation 
., Access to information 
* Access to informalion 
>II lnforma1 education to 
journalists 
11< Training of perso[tnel 
,.. Informal education to 
women 
'" Access t<. :.:.:.rmatlon 
'" Supply appropriate 
teaching materials 
Priority # 10 >I< To minimise the undesirable 'WI-'''''''''' on the 
natural envirorunent 
Domestic tourists ,;. To resource condition of destination 
Internationa! tourists (trekk- areas 
ers) 
Priority ## 11 For better utilisation of the 
resources 
Natural resource 
ners 
10 Target Groups and 
o 
Order of magnllude 
C_ of pef60nner 
B- "d .... oI>.Uon 
F- T .. ohnlonl Qnd vooatiol'lo" .. d .... o .. llo" 
a - G .. n"r ... 1 oduQ"lIo1"1 
A- A00060 to 
E- mat",I .. I .. 
H- Iralnlng 
D .... Rea**tU'Dh 40d oXPQdmQf'\tQHon 
B 
E 
human 
8 Approaches Environmental Education 
D 
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• Access to infonnauon 
'* Informal education to 
tourists 
* International and 
regional co-operation in 
sharing inforrrull.ion 
• 
* International and 
co-operation in 
infonnation 
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The panellists suggested that the. approaches given in the Table 10 wiil be the most 
influential forms Of environmental education for the particular given target group. One of 
the clearest themes that emerged from this study is that a combination of informal 
education, formal education and international and regional co-operation is the best strategy 
for comprehensive environmental education (see Figure 8 for comparison of environmental 
education approaches). International and regional co-operation is particularly important for 
sharing information and developing appropriate environmental policies among countries and 
regions. Developing countries should benefit from increased international and regional co-
operation in environmental education by resolving regional environmental problems. 
Another outcome from this study was that the use of local environmental problems and 
issues is vital for teaching purposes. Agencies and educators should spend relatively less 
time and resources in developing teaching materials,specialist training, experimentation 
and research activities compared with simply miling things work at the local level. It is 
not that teaching materials, specialist training, research and experimentation are not 
desirable, but they are of lower priority. 
Additionally, training of personnel was frequently mentioned. This is because there are 
shortages of qualified environmental education teachers at all levels in developing 
countries. Training of teachers is therefore imperative in the nature and communication 
of environmental education especially in interdisciplinary situations. The integration of 
environmental education into technical and vocational education is essential in order to 
provide environmental knowledge to technicians so that they can help people at the 
grassroots level. 
As these results indicate, infonnal education is one of the most important approaches for 
development of genuine 'environmental literacy', There is no "single most important" 
approach, but several equally important approaches. Media related education programmes 
are very effective for the dissemination of environmental messages across the whole society 
(Smith 1992). Efforts to facilitate exchanges of information and dissemination of new 
knowledge about the environment should be promoted. 
It is evident from these results that environmental education approaches must suit the needs 
specific groups. Environmental programmes are to be successful if the 
approaches used are -inappropriate. 
8.4 SECTION 
This section deals with the environmental education models and processes which have 
been applied both in developed and developing countries. 
Q. 8. Which environmental education (e.g. Spaceship Earth Model) Ilre 
used in your country andl or a developing country with which you Ilre 
briefly describe and comment on the model(s) and name the 
country to which they relate. (Vou may not be able to identify a model as 
such, but a description of approaches you have encountered would be helpful). 
Q. 9. What are the essential elements of the model(s) that are effective frameworks 
for environmental education in the countries above? 
10. In your view what are the strengths weaknesses of the model(s)? 
8.4.1 Models and Approaches for Environmental Education 
gathered in this study reveal that environmental education occurs formal and 
liS 
A 
education systems. 
education. Not 
development of to 
education are expressed 
these 
\.I,",",,,,",,,,' are recognised as important philosophies and are included .. u~u""u ....... v the 
se as 'processes I or 'approaches'. In this 
not all the experts 
their work differently. 
the use of AU,"'UVA.:l environmental education or they 
example, one ",vr,,,,,rt has corrunented that: 
"the Pacific region not work particularly to a model. The approaches vary 
and are often ad hoc depending on what expertise is around and how much money 
is available. It is romantic to imagine that countries have well defined approaches" 
(lB. 21). 
and been used in environmental education. As these 
most teachers educators mix their 
to achieve environmental education goals. 
anyone model alone in New Zealand, 
of environmental education 
example. This 
from 
inc1 uding those based on 
teachers rigorously 
'AR,""L.~ the cross curricula nature 
levels of 
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and the wide of resource materials available. 
Environmental education models facilitate conservation education in developing countries 
by highlighting the stages and processes required successful implementation 
programmes. Conservation problems are so severe, for instance, 96 cent of Nepal's 
energy comes forests (ACAP and local people persist in cutting trees 
there are no 'viable and sources The consequences 
are degradation of environment and disruption to individuals' quality of life. Therefore, 
a provision of alternative is vital before initiating any conservation programmes. 
such conservation activities such as reforestation/afforestation in the 
villages must be out in association with environmental education 
Local people also must accept interim use of alternative so that pressure on 
cutting down of forests for fuelwood can be reduced. 
Many articulated the ''' ...... \ ... ''!If' which they used their field, few were 
able to clearly describe models environmental education. models and 
philosophical approaches that have identified by the panel of experts are listed in 
11 wi th their elements, strengths and weaknesses. 
MODELS AND 
APPROACHES 
Earth Education (USA, 
NZ) 
(Sleve Van Matte) 
(A Copyright nrn,,'r""fI 
programme with an 
International market 
driven infrastructure) 
Scott Model (New Zea-
land Association of 
and 
in New Zealand) 
ELEMENTS 
* sensory awareness 
'" concept development 
* personal reflection 
* fun 
* altitude change 
'" org3Ilised activities 
>I< identification 
'" analysis and identifica-
tion of potential solutions 
.. values clarification 
STRENGTHS 
'" little or no technlcal 
suppon necessary- uses 
local environment 
'" improve siudents' com-
munication skills 
'" positive attitudes toward 
environment 
'" everyone acts as watch-
dogs 
WEAKNESSES 
'" need extensive traini-
ng in the specialised 
techniques used in the 
programmes 
* focuses on a single 
issue or a problem 
.. laO narrow in terms 
of the needs for devel-
countries 
Participatory 
nary and Hal istic Model 
(Developed by Shailendra 
13, Thakali and limited 
trial in Ule Annapuma 
Conservation Area, 
Nepal) 
Development Education 
Model (triaBed in South 
BE Aotearoa (N.Z.) (A 
model being developed in 
N.Z. by Barry Law and 
ileft McConnell) 
11 
As this analysis 
.. awareness 
'" understanding and appr-
eciation 
'" sustainable actions 
* grassroots 
01< aimed at BE and 
sustainable development 
>I: aimed at community 
partiCipation 
lit three major themes: 
ecology, human 
and resource management 
and 
'" participating 
.. multidisci-
plinary 
.. action oriented 
'" group based 
'" nrr"mru"c sustainable 
development 
'" framework 
'" flexible choice of topic 
'" considers cultural values 
'" experiential process 
'" learning oulComes 
>I< educational basis building 
on from early 
childhood to adulthood 
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* difficult to coordinate 
>I< objectives not well 
defmed 
* difficult to quantify 
and evaluate shon term 
results 
>It lack of lIained staff 
>II too broad 
>II long term processes 
and heavily demanding 
in terms of numbers of 
teachers 
:I< requires some train-
ing in acLivities and 
knowledge of frame-
work 
Environmental Education 
the forces driving education are scientific 
technique, ecological knowledge and growing environmental concepts. Environmental 
education an"' ..... "' .... developed for the developing countries must reflect an understanding 
basic human needs and realities. 
"Environmental education models should be practical, rather than academic. They 
should integrate needs and realities of developing countries. These should be 
illustrated through practical nature conservation activities" (B.U. 15) . 
. Environmenta! education models should embrace the cultural values of local people 
because values are important from perspective nature 
"Models developed for the developing countries must incorporate things 
which bring the local people into the mainstream conservation. The people 
should feel that environmental education is relevant to them" 14). 
Additional programmes which are based neither on particular philosophies nor models, but 
which are 
are listed in 
approaches to 
12 with their 
education been identified 
PRO 
Wildlife Club/Nalure 
A wareness (Kenya, 
Zambia, India, U.K.) 
Technical suppOrt ser-
vices (U.K. and India) 
Visual and graphic pres-
entation (Peru) 
Table 
ELEMENTS 
'" clear set of objectives 
'" means of communica-
tion 
'" practical aClivities 
... co-operation with other 
organisations 
'" building of suitable 
technical facilities 
>I< experience of EE In the 
field 
'* appropriate technical 
resources 
(library. photographic, 
printing) 
entertaining 
'" active participation 
including community 
leaders 
and 
STRENGTHS 
.. raise awareness and 
develops enthusiasm 
amongst important 
groups 
>II can onen work with.in 
educalionalstrue-
rore 
>I< aUIaclS enthusiastic and 
knowledgeable teachers 
'" very valuable = ......... = 
suppon services able to 
provide training, advice, 
materials and Information 
'" strength the idemily of 
local people 
'" reevaluate the original 
Kn()'WI~(ll!e of indigenous 
'" helps to solve socio-
cultural problems besides 
environmental ones 
Programmes of Environmental Education 
WEAKNESSES 
... usually extremely 
difficult to make self 
sustaining 
11< always easy to 
IOCBte appropriate staff 
'" very difficult to locate 
adequate funding for core 
to allow 
rrt'."tlllUl cost' services 
to developing countries 
success of the programmes lie with focusing on people, the users of resources and 
in trying to work within a framework appropriate to people. One of the respondents 
",..."",~u .. ,~ that: 
If ... environmental must address directly and specifically the most urgent 
environmental problems that the country is facing .... " (M.T. 20) 
8.5 Section D 
The purpose of this section is to get your views on the involvement of local people in 
developing countries in the planning of education for resource 
management. 
Q. comment on the importance of involving local people in the planning of 
environmental education and the strategies you have encountered or heard 
about which would help ensure that this takes place. 
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If local. people are incorporated into environmental education planning how 
and at what of the planning should they be involved? 
Q. 13. In what can cultural values religious rituals, spiritual beliefs and 
traditional conservation skills) be incorporated into environmental education 
(please give fie examples where possible)? 
14. Given your response to Q. 13 what , .... "."v ... "" are to foster indusion 
of cultural in local edu\::ation programmes? 
Q. what incentives are effective in encouraging local people to 
participate in environmental education programmes in developing countries? 
Please list the types of incentives (if any). 
8.5.1 Local People Participation in Environmental Education Planning 
local 
experts 
at the· 
importance of the involvement of 
level in environmental education for conservation and 
lag'emt;m of natural resources. It is essential that a diversity of groups are 
involved because the strength and credibility of educational programmes .... ": .... Vl ..... '" on the 
involvement of local people. 
The 
is essential that local people are in the planning envlronmental 
It is not Just to include any citizen of the country, each 
H"""TLLl.4.L education project must include members of its intended target group, 
and should preferably cover the full diversity of the target group, for example, 
malc, female, indigenous, rural, urban etc),' 1). 
a local level it is my that environmental education when 
the whole community is involved. There must national policies which support 
regiolUll in environmental protection. While education is a 
cornerstone of conservation, it does not stand alone must be an integral part 
a "who Ie Ii programme designed to not only raise awareness but also provide 
positive results for the communities involved" (M.E. 
should be based on environment and on 
initiati ves recipients of consequences; good or 
involvement of has been neglected. Indeed, they have 
often targeted as the 'culprits' for environmental problems. It is now recognised that 
active participation in environmental 
determining local knowledge and 
and for ........... ,.,. .. , with 
planning Dlelmeluallon is vital 
for identifying 1J"'U'V"".1 ..... " as well as solutions, 
often 
of local participation 
example, "community conservation" 
scheme in Kenya and the Annapurna 
people have initiated conservation and 
are durable and effective. 
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projects were reported by 
as the Masaimara 
in Nepal 
These 
respondents also expressed concern about the erreCtlVeneliS of involvement in 
and resource management, as the following "'''''-'''.., .... t 
/I how can we expect local people to [value] 
countries where their land and resources are subjected to 
Af./tUH(.+HL/H by international companies and For eX(JtmTl!i{J. 
and logging in tropical countries is a major concern where the companies 
are creating severe environmental problems. It of little avail to 
the to look after their own water, when it is being 
contaminated from outside" (O.B. 6). 
to 
II 
'''''''1£''' experts and aid agencies from developed countries 
education with an arrogant attitude. For example, they 
of prograrrunes and prepare plans of action without 
It is therefore crucial that: 
mu.'i/ involved because they must perceive a benefit from 
promoted. do this, we would need some idea oj what they want or 
been too many situations where outside people Come in with an 
attitude "do what we say because we know best", Often their solutions turn out 
to be problems because of lack of knowledge oj local conditions" (O.C. 25), 
The strength of community environmental education should be recognised 
and the profile and status community to mobilise the whole community. 
"In developing countries where are still largely working on the land, it is 
these people who know the land best, it is these people who must put into practice 
any new ways or different ways of using it is these people who must 
understand and support managing the land, it is these 
people who best know the communicating with their peers, These 
people also know what are and probably best know the 
solutions to the problems. imposed on them is unlikely to 
be successful" 
The challenge resource is to persuade the 
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local people about the benefits of conservation in. a social, economic and environmental 
sense. It is Imperative to incorporate their traditional conservation knowledge which might 
a successful tool for educational programmes. 
"Traditional knowledge and customs need to be understood as part the 
environmental education process. For example, decisions on resource allocation 
in Papua New Guinea are made based on tradition and custom rather than the 
formalities of legally binding agreements" 18). 
education should stressed local ceremonies to build ".~.~"''' about 
resource use with popular characters music. Educators must be the communities 
in which the programme will be offered. For example, an experience from Zimbabwe 
shown that the use of centuries old 'handed down' experiences provided useful information 
for environmental 
"". we taught school children in areas to provide information and we learnt 
of 'old' solutions to many problems gripping today's experts. There a world of 
information in generation of grandparents who now feel what they have is not 
YlPt'flPIl because it is not coming out a book. This is a waste of centuries of 
experience" (C.T. 21). 
Environmental education should based on daily situations of those 
It should beneficial for local people in both the social and economic sense 
and should be long term and locally taught. 
"Environmental education should reflect the daily life of the people and 
should help generate income for them to continue the programme on a sustainable 
basis" (U.B, 16). 
A wide range of strategies local involvement have been revealed by study. 
example, most rural communities in developing countries are preoccupied with the seasonal 
imperatives of working their land. Therefore, timing is important as people to 
be involved environmental education the agricultural "off-seasons". Another 
of involvement came from Solomon Islands. Village groups have 
been to establish a protected areas network throughout the Island and 
then at each area prepare a management to guide use and management of their 
resources. is a 'self help' environmental and conservation programmes that allows 
the use protection of their resources sustainably and prudently. 
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Local must be incorporated at stages of the environmental education planning 
process (Figure to doubt misinformation. 
INCEPTION 
FEEDBACK 
IMPLEMENTATION 
CONSULTATION 
WITH LOCALS 
DEVELOPMENT 
Figure 9 An Environmental Education Planning vrr,,,,,",('(, Based on Expert Responses 
question "howl! local IJlvU'!.J!v will be involved will depend on the nature of the target 
. audience the goals of the programme . 
"How local people are involved will depend very much on the social structures and 
traditional methods of communication used in the villages. This is why it is very 
important that environmental education people are skilled In communicating and 
ensure that they have local know/edge for the particular aretl they are working in" 
1). 
This study indicates a among panelUsts of the need to establish 
a close co-operation with local people at the outset) before any serious planning takes 
Every to involve key the community, 
religious teachers. This may involve adopting a 
is unconventional in the western sense, to aUow for values and customs. 
practical workshops, brain stonning and "' ........ ..., .. ,,, ... 
elements for preparation of a 
a task force are '"'.:>~'vww"u 
action. Once the 1"\1"l"I.i'M".,'1"I"\ .. n ... '" are in place, continued 
of community through surveys observations is vitaL 
and to the programmes must be monitored through 
'_"~"""4_ with the ,",V,,,,jHA\.uU.U'v':> 
Cultural Values and Environmental Education 
cultural perspectives of natural and modified 
planning of environmental programmes. 
lJ.VUu.',",U,,, must be 
II ... cultural and spiritual values are to environ-
mental education, development of [a] genuine Earthcare ethic, which 
is part of a wider . philosophically, ,.. of the Earth as part of the 
breadth creation and... ourselves as part of a time line of people" (G.B. 6). 
In some cultures, religion has a more important role in nature conservation than others. 
Trees are, Buddhist society associated with the of the Buddha who 
advocated the planting of trees (Schumacher 1973). In and Thailand 
Buddhism is extremely influential historically beneficial nature conservation 
gra'mrrles. where as Christianity cultures has a small overt role 
currently, been (blamed' as foot cause of environmental crises4, Existing 
cultural need to be understood on a comparative basis and their strengths in local 
areas to advantage, 
"Cultural values can best be incorporated into environmental education by relating 
environmental factors to people's example, is essential for 
performing many important ceremonies and 
funerals" (B.P, 23), 
Thus H .... '~ ....... uses of bamboo can be placed in perspective by relating importance to 
cuI tura! and values. Conservation becomes meaningful if values are 
incorporated into educational programmes. An commented 
4 While (1967) and Moncrief (1970) argued Ihat V'lll"U~I.U"l is one of many cuHunu factors 
the environmental crisis in the Western world. 
10 
where 
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"Most programmes cannot succeed in any enduring unless cultural traditions 
and knowledge are incorporated into the programme conception, design, 
operation" (M.M. 26). 
panellists have the ways in which cultural values can 
into environmental education depends on local circumstances. There are cases 
values are already being incorporated into nature conservation programmes. 
"Where cultural beliefs that work to sustain or· 
already in place, these should be encouraged. This 
understand why these beliefs/rituals are being favoured" 
the environment are 
work the people 
The 
where the 
protected areas such as Tongariro National in New Zealand. 
.nature of these mountains to Ngati Tuwharetoa ULA''',",", led to the gift 
of the peaks 1887 as the country's national park, carries a 
education message. The significance in of the volcano t:.V\.I ...... v;:, 
v ..... · ... u,J'-'''' National Park, and used to for Hawaii 
environmental 
has been 
used to 
kee p some areas 
environmental 
from visitors. Cultural valueslbeliefs are an integral part of 
in Kakadu and Warn National Parks of Australia where Aboriginal 
people are 
National Park 
AdditionaHy, sacred forbidden to 
promote respect for nature, Maintaining 
Sagarmatha 
values is 
particularly important in traditional societies I,}\.A_~\.I':>V. 
/I, .. religious rituals, cultural beliefs and traditions [bring] 
will provide opportunities to understand of the society" 
Cultural can into environmental education programmes through use 
religious centres and community halls as 
mass meetings 
places, inviting religious 
festivals, and consulting ~nl"',rr\l"\M seminars and press 
at aU steps in the 
that environmental 
This means that throughout the planning process, it is 
planners recognise of culture. 
the following check 
" ... recognise sense and significance of other cultures 
into 
acknowledge the of these (usually indipenous) people to retain and develop 
their cultural values 
... show willingness to give these other values a clear place in environmental 
education programmes 
... share power and resources in environmental programmes . . " 
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8.S.3 Incentives for Environmental Education 
The panellists have strongly expressed the need ofincentives for effective environmental 
education programmes. Incentives are very effective in encouraging local people to 
participate in environmental education programmes in developing co'mtries. An expert 
stressed that: 
" ... the greatest incentive would be for their participation to result in tangible 
benefits for their communities, for example, better education, improved health, 
water supplies, fuel etc" (M.B. 3), 
Incentives chosen wilt be dependent on the needs of the target groups and their ability to 
participate in a programme. The programme must benefit them economically and 
culturally. The incentives must be based on communal benefits. From experience, one of 
the experts found that: 
" ... the type of incentives which work best are those [which] show a positive return 
to the community for the effort involved. ] do not support straight financial 
handouts however, payment for work or involvement in a programme may be 
appropriate" (M.E. 17). 
However, one expert disagreed, stating: 
"] don't believe in giving incentives to raise partlclpation in environmental 
education programme. ] rather believe in providing atnwsphere and opportunities 
where they can be incorporated into our programme. We should emphasize that 
the programme is for them, not to fUlfil our quest of making it successful" (S.T. 13). 
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The following incentives were by 
1. 
2, 
3. 
4. 
5, 
Access to training 
Study tours in order to see relevimt areas and to share views and experi-
ences 
Income generating activities the activities 
Alternate energy (e,g. kerosene, electricity) 
Integrative (e.g. schools, health drinking water etc.) with 
6. Higher wages for locally based management and enforcement officials 
Access to educational materials from other countries 
Access to tools and technology and training to use them in environmentally 
appropriate ways 
9. Money to develop new approaches 
10, Initiate self-help community forestry programmes and 
show them how to run their own nursery; that conservation of trees is directly 
linked to survival, for fire wood and cooking, to prevent erosion and 
11, Health benefits and beller agricultural production, livestock, lower 
pesticides, better education for children etc. 
Table 13 Incentives for Environmental 
8.6 SUMMARY 
Nine 
and 
chapter has discussed the research findings of this study. A range of -views have 
underlying causes. to describe and explain environmental problems and 
social, cultural and economic factors. Environmental education 
fundamental factors so that the problems can be resolved or 
and approaches have been used to strengthen the 
education. involvement of local people at all levels of the planning 
integration 
in 
cultural values with incentives are seen as essential for 
analysed and reviewed in terms of their potential to 
environmental education in developing countries. Chapter 
and Participatory Model" and its implications for people 
places. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
AN INTEGRATIVE AND PARTICIPATORY MODEL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
"We wiil not learn to treat the world of nature as it needs to be treated until we 
learn to treat our fellow human beings as they deserve to be treated in the ancient 
coin of social justice." 
Commoner, Barry 1 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
In chapter, the from and interviews are used to develop and support an 
"Integrative and Participatory Model for Environmental Education (IPMEE) 
10). It meets the need for an environmental education model that facilitates conservation 
education in developing countries. The model is discussed with examples of programmes 
which illustrate how it can be 
9,2 THE NEED FOR MODEL: 
In past few UCi\.C1U"'i), human vv.u, .... " have put unprecedented pressure on the natural 
environments. Population increases have led to ",,,",,,,,,:),.,1 demands on shrinking resources, 
and in developing countries populations are expected to continue to soar (Goldsmith and 
Hildyard 1990). International tourism to exacerbates the problem. 
example, many in Nepal been denuded fuelwood building 
in the name tourist development. Nepal's tourist destinations such as the 
Annapurna are possibly already beyond carrying capacity. Carrying 
is exceeded 1J"'\.;uu.:J of the resource requirements to provide needs of 
cpo"",,,,,,,~,, for Conserving enhancing resource is an imperative step 
Development 1987). towards a sustainable future Commission on Environment 
A sustainable future be one includes development needs and 
being but at the same time, ensures enhancement the quality life of local people. 
However, development activities often have disastrous "-"'-""u,"'", ...... impacts, so must 
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be conservation-based and must protect the structure, functions and diversity of the natural 
systems upon which our species depends (IUCNIUNEP/WWF 1991). The dilemma of 
development and environmental protection can be resolved with an educational strategy that 
addresses both human and ecological needs. 
Environmental education programmes often operate on !ill ad hoc basis. Many developing 
countries have neither appropriate teaching resources nor trained educators, and 
programmes are often imported from developed countries. However, these programmes 
have often proved to be inappropriate because of differences between environmental 
problems and social needs of high and low technology nations. 
An environmental education model should be adaptable to the extent that it can focus on 
local ecological, economic, cultural and social factors so that strategies employed can 
address the realities of local people. Such a model will be an effective tool if govern-
ments, non-governmental agencies, and local communities work together toward achieving 
a common goal of sustainable development and conservation. 
,--------.... 1 1. COMMUNITY·BASED NEEDS ASSESSM 
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Figure 10 An and Participatory for Environmental Education 
1. COMMUNITY-BASED NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR EE 
. The step ofthis model is a thorough assessment of community In model, 
term "community' refers to spectrum from small village level, school to national 
level communities. However, it is envisaged that 
village community level. 
model be most useful at 
The rationale behind the community-based needs assessment is· that participating 
community groups are central to any environmental education programme and must 
detennine their own needs and design and appropriate programmes. Educators 
must work as facilitators, rather than and should playa catalytic 
"Local people have to initiate and direct the programmes." it depends on the 
initiative the locals to recognise and take advantage of the opportunities 
presented. If they respond) we are probably not addressing their and 
needs. JJ 
term connections or linkages with individuals living the community is a 
common characteristic of projects." 
"Environmental educators should focus far on concepts, philosophy and 
consciousness raising and far more on practical, day to day realities that 
people They should become more technically capable and aware of such 
things as better environmental practices crop production, cattle management, 
road building and energy conservation which they could pass on to people" (W.L. 
10). 
According to the findings, community needs will the development 
resources. An '"'v ... , ...... , and the need conservation of the environment and 
respondent commented that: 
"Our experience in Africa has led us to the conclusion that (development 
'environmental issues' cannot be separated into convenient programmes' 
or 'development programmes', but that they need to be integrated more ll (L.H. 
19). 
community must be encouraged to identify own particular rather than 
follow externally directed ideologies. This will ensure confidence their participation. 
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Examples: 
* Need to identify local issues and concerns to establish those relevant to EE 
* Need to identify local natural and cultural resources 
>I: Need for understanding of ecological processes 
* Need for conservation of natural resources 
* Need to identify local economic indicators and relationship of these to EE 
* Need for integration of the components of sustainable development 
* Need to identify the educational situation e.g. literacy rate, enrolment, drop-
outrate, communication opportunities 'such as radio, television, newspapers, 
service centres, exhibitions, demonstration plots etc. 
2. IDENTIFYING PARTICIPATING GROUP(S)5 
Participating groups should be identified as precisely as possible. There may be one or 
several participating groups for whom an environmental programme is designed. A wide 
spectrum of groups have been identified by the panel of experts and were discussed in 
chapter eight. It is important to identify those participating groups which have greatest 
influence in the community and those directly affected by environmental problems. A 
member of the review panel suggested that: 
" ... the best results (although they will take time to accomplish) will be achieved 
with recognised community leaders" (L.R. 19). 
Examples: 
* Local resource consumers: farmers, householders, protected area dwellers 
*' Non-local resource consumers: domestic and international tourists 
* Resource Producers: entrepreneurs, business people, industrialists etc. 
*' Decision makers: politicians [national, regional and local levels], legislators, 
administrators, bureaucrats 
* Special interest groups: conservation clubs, flora/fauna protection groups 
'" Community partners: community leaders, religious leaders, women, 
ruraVurban dwellers, students, teachers 
>I< Aid agencies: World Bank, Asian Development Bank, USAID, SATA, 
WWF, UNESCO, UNEP, WHO, FAO, UNICEF, UNDP, ILO, etc. (see Appen-
dix X for abbreviations) 
>I< Children 
* Natural Resource Specialists: foresters~ fishery officers, agricultural extension 
workers, conservation officers 
*' Media: journalists, media commentators, editors 
5 The tenns 'target group' and 'participating group' are used as synonyms in this study. This follows a 
suggestion. by the review panel. 
tern! "barriers" is used in the environmental literature (e.g. and Sewing 1988; 
Tmdgill 1990) to mean the obstacles which prevent the creation through environmental 
education of a environment. I:'fCHIT4e:SS towards solving 
often frustratingly despite people's awareness. 
common barriers solution of environmental problems. 
knowledge, 
solutions to environmental problems, limited or 
social structures, political will and, 
,Once the participant "..,.""" ....... have been 
education, lack 
of money, 
cultural beliefs. 
essential to 
while attempting to meet the needs of 
problems is 
identifies the 
most commonly 
technological 
imposed by 
the barriers to 
people. This environmental 
requires the of barriers boosters before developing the pro-
Boosters are phenomena that should ''''''''''''''''"' or improve effecti veness 
of educational programmes. 
of the most serious is the level human need fulfilment that exists in 
countries. instance, conservation is a luxury that many developed countries 
can because their needs are met. In developing countries, most of the 
are struggling to meet basic needs of food, and safety. IS 
conservation or starvation, is really no One of the the 
highlights the the following stateOlI~nt: 
" ... most people can understand the need/or conservation) but it is not their highest 
priority. They do not conservation to be important to their day to day 
survival" (P.S. 2), 
Until basic needs are met, it is a hope to expect concern as 
r'\T'",'O;;~"'f'1 by today's and other words, the conflict 
objectives cannot fully solved until the of 
are resolved. 
The review panel for the IPMEE that it is also lrnT"~n to identify the 
which promote education. 
also boosters can identified, in which case of 
knowledge can be mentioned .... "(U.B. 16) 
In many traditional s boosters can be their cultural values through which 
centuries (see chapter nature conservation in some forms has been 
These existing cultural can provide opportunities to develop environmental education 
programmes based on a society' s inherent strengths or extrapolations of these 
which can then be 
that: 
For example, one panel members 
As 
II traditional nature conservation strategies through application of cultural and 
religious values effective to maintain environmental and social stability" 
(U.E. 16). 
Barriers Examples: 
* Social 
* Lack of political will 
'" Deep seated cultural and religious beliefs) 
>/< Ideological differences at interpersonal levels. 
>/< Economic 
*' Lack of local credibility for solutions proposed by environmentalists 
* Apathy and sense powerlessness 
Boosters Examples: 
* Existence of 
II< Positive effects 
'" Alternative resources 
:I< Good supply of labour 
:I< Strong parent(mother)-
* Strong sense of ,",ULaLU 
knowledge 
VvAlLv"-" and practices 
V'-'\Jll\..'U.'-'l'-' stability 
communication 
at village level 
,'-'''.' ....... ' '5 religion 
programmes must be developed in 
To be effective, they will concentrate on the 
problems and needs of local Informal should utilise 
knowledge, local environmental networks so that 
effective, and durable. For Rithi Thiti Samiti6 
be appropriate, cost 
Gurung villages 
<UlJUU,,," alongside on western cou Id work to en vironmental 
gomg This statement is supported by 
opinion, advocated: 
1/ existing- networks especially traditional ones which are well developed ... 
groups in the long run are the best to work with" (lB. 21), 
School-based environmental start at the of primary 
education and 
foci. This is 
the wider of environmentally related activities and 
IJMuch our consumer oriented, careless' attitudes are instilled in infancy 
and youth. We' need to instil a new approachjrom the earliest of education" 
(G.B. 6). 
Examples: 
education through school/university 
*' education through dissemination of infonnation (radio, television, 
brochures), extension groups, one to one communica-
tion) and training (workshops, village meetings, study tours), adult 
literacy programmes and education out of school children youth; 
education for and women) 
Understanding the environmental 
is vital in identifying the issues and problems. 
commented that: 
l'Environmental to understand 
part of the problem" (W.L. 10). 
underlying causes of environmental issues and 
of the participating group(s) 
expert from the 
since they are often 
need to be identified. 
IS Rithi Th.iLi Samiti is a traditional resource management committee thaI consists of respected village leaders 
in social and development activities in !he Gunmg villages. 
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it is importanUo work with participating groups in identifying issues and problems. 
The examples in section are from social and biological considerations. 
Examples: 
'" What are the causes of deforestation? 
* Where/when soil erosion occur? 
* Who/what is causing pollution problems? 
* How can we conserve species/avoid extinction of plants or animals? 
self~defined goals of 
cooking and lighting) reflect 
(e.g. use of natural resources for fuel wood for heating, 
and values. Without addressing needs, 
of resources is often difficult to achieve. 
Environmental education programmes must consider cultural and spiritual values as well 
as the of conservation. one of the participating for environmental 
education programmes will tourists, both domestic and international. are indirect 
example, the resource consumers who have a significant impact on the 
Annapurna region in receives more than 40,000 international tourists year, 
equalling in number the local population, and visitors contribute to the depletion of 
natural resources. Experts the review stated that consideration this group of 
resource users IS 
", .. since they come to the for a short period of time and their aim is to 
make their visit a menwrable one. They often tend to ignore and do not give much 
attention to undesirable impacts they have created on natural resources of 
reg ion II (S.T. 13). 
"They will obviously not share the same values and needs as local people. 
Therefore, it is important to consider these differences during the development 
environmental education programmes" (B.I 18). 
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Examples: 
*' Clarification of local peoples' basic needs in the light their natural, social 
and economic environments 
>I< Clarification of local peoples' needs the light spiritual 
>I< Clarification of local problems 
* Cladfication local values/needs with Regional 
National 
The process of about environmental issues starts from issues can lead 
to an understanding of global problems. It helpful if individuals believe they themselves 
can make a An expert from the .... "",J1P,:1J panel in study stre)sse;d in reference 
to global problems that: 
iI ... people may understand these things very well but they don't see the problem of 
littering for example. Changes in technology [occur}, for example, from woven 
baskets to plastic bags but throw them [plastic bags] away not understand-
that they t disintegrate. So I am saying that ~ issues need to be 
dealt with before [come understand a wider picture" 21), 
Participating groups should look ahead to the future as well as learning from the 
of the past once they to identify the and problems in This 
will them to improve of the programrrles. 
Examples: 
>I< Developing environmental awareness in people of all 
'" Increasing knowledge about interrelationships within the natural environment 
e.g. cutting firewood and landslides 
. * Understanding of of tourism on daily lives of people 
if< Increasing communication skills in dealing with agencies concerned 
with environment 
* Relating traditional beliefs 
The acceptance needs is an important component the framework of this modeL The 
prospect of sustainable development is only possible by first servicing needs of local 
communities but not without question, 
practices of sound environmental resource 
put his view that: 
not ' through 
An 
principles or 
the review panel 
liMy comment is that more and more I see the prospect of conservarion and 
sustainable development compromised by an unquestioning approach to servicing 
the needs of Local people" (B.J. 18), 
It is essential to the '-'U''''vOlUU'1l process through optimising local 
to this, environmental educators need to empathetic towards 
empathy and community and understand how it functions. Without 
understanding it is unlikely that anything will be to 
Examples: 
* Attitude concern 
* Acceptance 
* Acknowledgement ofl appreciation of country view points 
* Mutual 
*' Skills of 
sustainable actions requires careful consideration 
but limited resources. Hence, it is to identify 
priorities and 
may be many 
priorities in 
benefits to the community. 
environmental knowledge as 
to use the available resources wisely and 
example, and revival of 
as appropriate or alternatives 
and sustainable 
" ... the whole philosophy of "alternatives" needs to more strongly identified and 
in the education process, to the extent that the word may 
an appropriate addition in the model" (B.J. 18), 
External be to sustain and some environmental 
essence is the role of who may initiate 
to improve the state the environment. While aid agencies such as 
World Bank the developed will have a role in providing 
conservation-based aid programmes as agroforestry (Burch, David 1987; 
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William 1991), grassroots 
multitude of other, but none 
U'-<U. ... 'L.H programmes be a 
important ways. 
- Identification and evaluation of appropriate traditional knowledge/practices 
- Evaluation of new technOlogies 
- Identification alternatives 
Examples: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
I/< 
* 
'" 
ACTION(S) IMPLEMENTATION 
stresses the 
that: 
to put theory into practice, review 
"Particular emphasis needs to be given to translating awareness 
and understanding. into practical action" (M,B, 3), 
understanding 
Implementation of actions should be initiated from a combination "'''T'r""f"C' support and 
support of both 
are often jeopardised. 
down direction, so that results will be sustainable 
approaches. there is an absence of one or the oilier, 
of a programme may be structured and 
to For example, . where local 
use of fuelwood, learn strategies for 
heating, thus reducing 
Annapurna Conservation Area 
on local 
(A CAP) 
kerosene in the Annapurna Sanctuary so 
reduced, It has also developed alternative 
electricity for villagers and tourist hotels, 
differently from one target 
strategies for reducing their 
more self-reliant in cooking and 
resources. For instance, the 
to I force' tourists to use 
of trees for firewood can be 
such as rrucro hydro-
to save forests. 
Examples: 
* Use of a combination (bottom up), "grassroots" and (top down), directive, 
as well as mass education action strategies 
'" through success in small projects 
"Synergy" is 
combination, or 
and ---'D-- (1958) as 'exerting force together or 
same point'. Environmental education programmes must show 
a 
time that they 
local people's objectives and priorities, at the same 
own objectives. 
"The 
should spend 
they have 
reasons and 
is that people have their own values and priorities. We 
to change them and more time learning about why 
and priorities. In many cases they have legitimate 
we find ways contributing to their goals [we find] ways) which 
(W.L.I0). 
Devlin (1 that of knowledge and understanding the 
more 
even 
(ibid). 
Ruth 
commons will act towards a collective maximum. Such 'perfect' of 
of inappropriate behaviour is unusual. it is 
that social arrangements are possible through which the 
of individuals will not be incompatible with the "v •• ,,"' ...... 
propositions are traced clearly in anthropological 
as reported by Devlin (1975) found that: 
II 'goodness' was a product of the function of behaviour wherein the 
individual, by the same act and at the same serves his[sicj own advantage 
and that of the group. It is not because people are unselfish and put social 
obligations above personal desires, but because the arrangements have made 
two identical." 
if people are not working in ways which serve for their personal and 
benefits. the ultimate outcomes will be unsatisfactory. It may achieve their 
short term, but may ruin their 
if people with the same Dr 
conservation development. 
all of them. Hence, the 
long term interests. I put the 
work together in the best 
direct and indirect benefits to 
Model" for environmental education 
and conservation agencies. Por the will foster synergic relationships 
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purpose of this model, the outcome is to sustainable development needs at 
the same time as achieving conservation natural resources. While identified as a 
of synergy, is inherent in all phases. step in the the general 
Previous in the model are integral and of 
the model 
relationships. 
norion nsynergy" is the essence of this study 
Examples: 
'" Working together to achieve common 
>I< Co-operative rather than 
:I< Establishing structures which ensure the attainment of desirable 
goals/outcomes not withstanding motives/actions of the groups/participants. 
(The point about synergy [synergic processes] is that no purposive is 
Even self activIty achieve the groups or 
->'U,",'V"<U outcomes, providing the ' are appropriate). 
12. PROMOTING CONSERVATION VALUES 
conserve means to save for use. Conservation is the use management 
of resources to ensure long-term survival (WCN/UNEP/WWF 
1980; National Planning Commission/Nepal and WCN 1988; O'Connor, Ovennars and 
Ralston 1990). need for conservation is well documented in the Conservation 
Strategy (IVCN et al 1980) in economic ecological tenns and the wider 
of human en v iro n men tal (McNeely 1 WCED 1987). 
The issues of resource sustainability and maintenance biodiversity are both human and 
environmental problems (O'Connor et aI1990). It is vital for environmental education to 
....... r' ...... ,!'\tA conservation values. These values are identified in the context of development 
issues. A member the review panel commented that: 
"A response might be expected if the participating groups believe that 
environmental conservation is integral to sustainable development" (L.R. 19). 
lUSE 
HIGH LOW 
1 2 
3 4 
11 Matrix for L"\.,",',,,U, Conservation and 
Adapted from Devlin (1976) 
Devlin (1976) the of a trade-off (Figure 11) to illustrate the dllemma 
preservation and use New Zealand's 
Nepal, the dilemma conservation and use 
international tourists is similarly problematic. In 
developing countries as 
natural resources by local people and 
figure, cell 4 with low conservation 
and low use is the worst possible situation. It means that few local people and 
tourists are meeting needs at environmental cost. Cell 1 is best 
possible situation, to get from 4 3 to 2 finaUy 1, depends on the "trade 
offs" management agencies are prepared to accept (Devlin 1976). 
Information about the relationships represented in Devlin's matrix is urgently needed. 
Most importantly, responsible people for conservation of natural resources must examine 
who the resources consumers are, out what needs find out why international 
visitors come to protected areas, and what their expectations and motivations are, and 
investigate the relationships if between these variables. Such information is essential 
lO the development of environmental education strategies which minimise the effect of 
compromises on both resource use demands. It can be used to develop 
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decisions conservation strategies minimise of I'r .... n ''''''/'\ rn on both 
resource use 
make 
bottom line is who wins and 
which see them worse 
loses. It is obvious that local people cannot 
prior to decision for Therefore 
it is essential to 
conservation 
a Win -
use (cell must be 
model, it is that high 
needs of 
people and also enhance the values of conservation, gives equal weight to the 
and use. Promotion of conservation values is thus essential 
the welfare human beings in that it helps to sustainable development. Devlin 
that people to see own valley or as a but 
one which is part of the whole system, zero-sum of 'I can only win if you 
in this scenario, replaced with 'I can only win you win toO'. Thus use 
conservation n",r'nrrlP {"''''Tn,,",,,,n consensus replaces conllict" (,Devlin 1993). 
Examples: 
'" Promotion of the concept the biosphere as a net work life-support 
'" Promotion of of conservation of diversity 
*' Promotion of nature conservation as a daily activity 
:;. Conservation as an "ethic" which penneates life individual behav-
lOur 
* Connecting cultural and values to environmental protection 
13. PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
The Brundtland defined sustainable development as 'development that meets 
needs of present without compromising ability of 
their own needs'(WCED 1987). Sustainable development 
people's quality of Rather it 'emphasizes the basic 
generations to meet 
not just to improve 
of the poor. 
advocates sensitivity, and encourages 'grassroots' participation in development 
processes 1987). member of review panel emphasised, relation to the 
model, the importance of: 
II, .. training and education, problem solving, capacity building .. , [there] will be 
strong overlaps between the work of your programme and other of 
development being by the community" (L.R. 19). 
The goals of sustainable development are and well being all 
other species 
incorporate 
1990; ). It is a complex concept which 
and economic , each of which is applicable 
10 one way or to all development activities. Sustainable economic activity 
preserve the environment (McClaren 1992), 
It is clear that real 
unless educators teach 
cannot occur in 
development 
countries, or anywhere 
conservation of natural resources. 
The primary role of a conservation/environmental developing countries is to 
build the institutional needed to solve problems and facilitate the 
slIstainable development natural resources (Roth 1987; Disinger 1990). 
Examples: 
>I< promoting ecological sustainability 
:I< promoting sustainability 
I/< promoting cultural sustainability 
* promoting economic sustainabHity 
recognises of monitoring and continued feedback following 
implenlGntation (step ten). In developing countries, "' .... ",'"" .. are often not 
fully implemented or are by sudden changes in (for example, 
educators and bureaucrats), Therefore, it is important to reassess actions and 
institute changes as required. An compliment makes 
", .. your model does reflect a logical, directional flow progression. In 
particular lUke your of the importance of monitoring and its continual 
feedback into (W.L. 10). 
15. EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK 
The final 
completed; 
of this model is 
can be 
Once a has been 
quantitatively and qualitatively. nature 
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education measurement of outcomes difficult to. Nevertheless l 
evaluation and feedback provide opportunities to modify those components which have 
drawn This will help to future proigralmrnes and 
make them more 
* Qualitative evaluation 
* Quantitative evaluation 
Examples 
achievement in terms of established objectives 
achievement terms of established objectives 
* Participating groups' (identification of the needy people, number of people 
benefiting, or being solved) 
*' Change in attitude and behaviour 
>I< Environmental (m 
wildlife management 
*' Quality of (basic needs, clean drinking water, sanitation) 
9.3 ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMES 
to 
To be in any way useful, a model must link theory to In this case, actions must 
.. ,,,,,,,.,..,. at community levels to promote and development. be 
A of environmental education programmes can 
model '.n .. ",", .. ,",,",,", above. 
developed on 
It is intended that the "Integrative Participatory Model for Environmental Education il 
will be applied in developing countries such as Nepal and Bhutan. Once participating 
groups have identified, environmental education 
compatible with the ", ....... '''-', ......... (idiosyncratic) cultural, 
local in which implementation will place. 
gran::ll1r1es can be designed that are 
and environmental needs the 
of application and channels of 
dissemination must also be compatible with the needs of participating groups. 
9.3.1 Formal Environmental Education 
Formal environmental education programmes should reflect both theoretical and practical 
about environment 14). It is a fruitful to integrate environmental 
contents into the school curricula. Teachers can use the local 
for environmental education. This can have two First, 
as a resource 
cost is involved for 
considerable educational gain. Second. it involves local environmental so that 
can gain meaningful hand experiences. 
primary 
secondary 
~ tertiary 
illustrate how ecologi-
processes function and 
to examine interrelation-
ships between human 
beings the natural 
world by using concrete 
such as trees, wil-
dlife, etc. 
- To gain ftrst-hand - Environmental at local 
ence environment, 
raise awareness, under-
sharing experience 
developing an envi-
ronmental as well as 
practical actions 
or national (deforestation, soil 
erosion, depletion of etc.) 
- Specific projects by schools 
actions: writing 
poetry. describing food web, 
recycle, reuse, reduce, planting 
organising clean up campaig-
ns, holding special events etc. 
14 Environmental Education 
can use local environmental such as deforestation, soil erosion, water 
pollution, personal health, sanitation so on to begin the process of environmental 
education. Awareness and of local envirorunental issues can develop in 
a sense of responsibility to mitigate current conservation problems prevent new 
ones occurring the future. 
Teachers can illustrate how human life is dependent on the natural environment, thus 
conservation by generations as well as those that follow. Ultimately, 
students can together independently school on action real life 
projects such as recycling of paper, cleaning the school surroundings, establishing a forest 
tree plantations, 
9.3.2 Informal Education 
9.3.2.1 Extension Programmes 
Informal education through extension programmes an appropriate approach to 
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environmental education rural communities. One of goals of extension programmes 
is to involve local people decision for managing their resources prudently 
sustainably. should participation incentives as those 
15 below. 
Women 
Farmers 
Villagers 
Provision of family planning etc.) 
Disoibution of improved saplings 
Environmental literacy campaigns (e.g. reading, writing) 
15 Programmes 
successful example of infonnal environmental education is the Annapuma Conservation 
Project in 
their role 
Extension workers visit homes of the local people to about 
and resource management. Extension 
their activities in tune with local commWlity rhythms 
whenever people assistance. Although it is a consuming process, it is 
that the outcomes will be 
Training Programmes 
of the most urgent tasks environmental v'-"',",ULH.JI is to training opportunities 
to those uvU'U.LV who are involved in the field of environmental conservation. 
is essential to provide training opportunities to local people. Training local 
people help to tap community knowledge and equip them with communication skills 
to pass it on through community leadership, agriculturallforestry practices and 
school/youth leadership" 9), 
Benefit can be gained from a variety of courses provided they are relevant 
to the needs of participating groups. Training programmes should made <I""PN" to 
aU, from the 
possible 
level people) to 
needs are listed in Table below. 
makers and politicians. Some 
Community leaders 
Religious leaders 
Extension Workers 
people 
Subsistence farmers 
Politicians 
Journalists 
Industrialists 
Business 
Tourists 
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nature conservation 
Communication skills 
Revival traditional conservation techniques 
Religion and conservation 
Promoting social and communal sanctions 
The role of community leaders/religious leaders in 
conservation and sustainable development 
Traditional resource 
Designing curricula and textbooks 
Production of resource (teaching) materials 
communication skills 
Programme planning (e.g. 
Short courses on conservation, communication, 
development, cultural ecology) community 
ecology, computing, educa-
tion/outdoor environmental vu,''''"''''''U'AJ 
ology, appropriate technology, interpretive studies 
etc. 
Production of extension materials 
Sustainable farming, horticulture, vegetable gar~ 
den, forestry/agroforestry 
Income generating activities 
souvenirs tourists, 
Impacts tourism 
Animal husbandry 
conservation, 
keeping, pOUltry, 
industry) 
Formulation legislation, rules and regulations 
for conservation 
Sustainable economic development 
and international cooperation 
Politics and environment 
Short courses on journalism, the role of 
Environmental 
Impacts of on the environment 
Pollution 
Environmental Inpact (EIA) 
Code conduct in nature/culture conservation 
Impacts of tourism destination areas (e.g. cul-
tural and ecological) 
Ecotourism 
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16 Training Programmes Environmental Education 
9.3.2.3 Informution 
Information on conservation is most widely needed for illiterate societies. Although 
disseminated via television, and newspapers, such information not reach 
people without access to facilities. compounds the instance, 
people in Nepal use newspapers or brochures to start fires instead of digesting 
conservation messages in their Hence, any conservation education 
on the realities of the literacy identified participating groups. 
Literacy campaign is important in order to disseminate conservation 
effectively. 
more 
Information on conservation should be useful, applicable and accurate. Environmental 
education programmes reflect the cultural and values of target people 
and strategies integrate the traditional methods of resource management and 
nature conservation as Table 17 
:4< people 
* Local 
Buddhist monks, J akris, 
Lamas, Gyabries] 
* Influential Community 
leaders 
Worship (sacred 
Visit culturally significant 
teries) 
Plantations of trees 
plants, animals) 
(lakes, temples, monas-
Introduction of appropriate technologies 
Income acUv1t1es 
Firewood conservation/ ...... "' ... /"\,., ... rl stoves 
Health sanitation planning, construction 
pit 
Environmentally sound. financially sustainable, socially 
desirable small scale development projects (drinldng 
water, irrigation, swing bridges, 
improvement etc.) 
Forest management 
clean up campaign 
Environmental Education through 
9.4 SUMMARY 
It can fairly 
review team. 
clarification of the 
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that the roDose~a model was well received supported by the 
criticisms and suggestions were in 
raised by the This chapter introduced and explained 
the "Integrative Participatory for Environmental Education" in developing 
countries. It has illustrated the model with examples of of its various components. 
Application of the model is terms of formal environmental education, 
extension programmes, training participating groups and dissemination information 
at all levels. 
CHAPTER TEN 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
If you are one year ahead 
plant 
If you are ten years ahead 
plant trees 
If you are 
educate 
Old Saying 
The results obtained from this study strongly support the research 
1 
research problem was to eva.luate 
environmental education model to 
en'ilU'()nrnernal education ).'-''-' .... ''''-" an 
in 
The development of a model can a towards solving 
environmental problems 
con temporary 
through the fonnal 
quality of life in the countries concerned. 
in developed countries has been 
However, it is not just another subject. 
is it simply a synonym for nature study, outdoor education or conservation education. 
Modern environmental education cunicuta, touching on all subjects 
both the social and physical sciences. 
In developing countries, fonnal environmental p.rI"f'~,t11'\T\ is at a .fA ....... ""..,,, 
local people have been practising environmental 
has yet been not recognised in fonnal education. 
on environment and development 
Although 
for centuries, this 
suggests that 
problems such as deforestation, soil population growth 
diminution of biological diversity, are widespread and have impacts on people. 
world countries are increasingly plagued by unrestrained population growth. These 
expanded their agricultural production to feed their at great 
1 
environmental cost. The expansion of agricultural lands, often at the expense of 
. has created further problems. Furthermore r these- problems are constantly aggravated by 
other physical development the for improved quality of life. 
development 
economic 
meant destruction of environments little more short-tenn 
Traditional cultural and values must the cornerstone of 
education, and this should include traditional methods of nature conservation or resource 
management. Understanding these values provides into the views of local people 
and attitudes to, and relationships with their natural environment. Much 
environmental infonnation will essentially remain hidden unless educators understand the 
local cultural values which embrace these environmental Integration of 
these values not only strengthens environmental education but also revives traclitional 
values where they have been weakened. 
The objective behind evaluation of selected models for environmental 
education was to their vU\",,",U for countries and to their 
elements. Although most of the models were developed from the perspective 
developed countries, the review and evaluation of these models provided an excellent 
conceptual framewol k for the development of an environmental education for 
developing 
The results have revealed that in developed countries, environmental problems are caused 
through the unsustainable and exploitative use of resources. These problems are the 
cumulative result of the actions of individuals and industrialists society who act 
individual and short tenn interests foremost in mind. 
The solutions for environmental problems at international level are beyond the control of 
people. Since many environmental problems 
national as as neighbourhood boundaries. 
and water pollution transcend 
for international as well as 
regional co-operation so that sound environmental and management can 
be developed. people most importantly, influential local community leaders 
must encouraged to develop and implement environmental education programmes. In 
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traditional societies decisions at local level are often made by community 
.' They playa vital role .in the of environmental education. 
In developing countries, resource 
and of alternatives for meeting 
is deteriorating 
IJvu'!J'v's basic 
of widespread poverty 
Poverty is an agent for 
environmental problems. As traditional societies try to escape the of poverty, severe 
environmental problems . and -nature moves from ecological· equilibrium to 
diseqUilibrium. In Nepal, deforestation soil erosion are symptoms of this spiralling 
disequilibrium. These problems have in places reached catastrophic 
One of the findings of this study is that environmental educators and conservation agencies 
in countries must be thoughtful about the problems and realities of local people. 
It is now that unless basic are met, nature conseIVation is not 
important. Conservation can not people to save and wildlife while 
they are struggling to sustain themselves. Educational efforts must be supported 
by appropriate incentives, and must beyond fonnal education system to include 
all those who are affected by environmental problems. 
The of "synergy" is the essence of this study. Synergic processes can be fostered 
by providing appropriate social I Of utmost importance is need to establish 
structures ensure the of goals/outcomes without "'''''''''-''-''''''0':/ 
opposing motives or of the participating groups. the rationale behind the 
"''''''T"lTlf' process is co-operative endeavour not conflict or overtly activity. The 
need is to ensure that educational strategies enable individuals to achieve 
goals while not compromising essential conseIVation values and sustainability The 
and Participatory Model for Environmental Education" (Figure 10) stresses that 
such through cooperative ",1'1""\ ... 0 
The and Participatory Model" presented for environmental in 
it shows developing countries is thus not a for environmental education but 
an alternative of ideas solving environmental 
natural resources. The problems will only be if people 
and conserving 
all walks of work 
co-operatively. Hence, it is possible to synergic relationships between local people 
1 
and nature conservation to achieve of and sustainable 
development..- While it.is arrogant to that production of a model witl alone 
go towards the achievement of this goal, it is nevertheless [0 be able 
to that the who provided the foundations model are in 
agreement that such achievements are possible. 
The _.,~ .. ,..,_ for and nature conservation is to twn this 
a reality. It is to those people possess the knowledge, 
and skills. in association with local people who have a of wisdom 
with which to manage their own resources. Gyanendra Shah, a 
Nepali conservationist says II,.. Conservation is not only for people is also, to a 
considerable extent, by people.... all, what is conservation - if not for people? It 
must 
existence. II 
only as a means, end being the improvement the quality of our 
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APPENDIX I 
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
1 
Conser V1I t ion 
Conservll!ion is the use management of natural resources for the benefit 
present and 
Env i ron men t <11 Ed lien tion 
vironmental education is 
environmental problems 
isioli making. 
that fosters of society's 
the processes of environmental problem-solving and 
tnl cduc<ltion is as anyone who has 
understanding abom environmental 
;\ model is all abstraction or simpllfication a system, or 
kl10wledge about a system (Hall and Day I 
or components of environmental education, e.g. formal 
ll1rOl'Il1;11 l:dUCallon such as workshops, public lectures, television, 
People from village level includi people. 
theoretical and practical 
our 
in schools or 
etc. 
List of 
ence, 1991, 
APPENDIX II 
LIST OF SOURCES 
from the First International Environmental 
North, New Zealand. 
~~:::::!,!!;.2.!....;~~=......ll!.!!:!.....i.ll~'.'..'.5.!.!~~:l.!..-!L...:::..!.' edited by Patrick C. West, 
Professor of Environmental Sociology and Samuel 
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Common 
of 
Resources. 
at the University of Michigan, School of Natural 
Lisl of participants 
New Zealand. 
=..:...===.;.;;.;;..=~rl':.!."·b"'h1~·" 1991, Lincoln University, 
~"'---'-..::...:.::..t.::.=-"-'--:::":"=-::':"'::'::'~=-:":":=-';::::;":;:":=:";::;":';=) H a waH, V olea noes N a! ional 
Li sl of partid pHn ts from =..:.;~-===;.:;...:;;===;..;;...;;..;;.;;...;;.=:.:.....:.::=...:.;;.:.=--=--=.;::;..=, UNEP 
Gullclin No 22, June 1 I. 
List of experts 
UNEP, 1986. 
List of experts .from ="':'=~==~=-'===~~=o...l-="':"":"=:;;';" by Ukesh Raj 
Bhuju, 1990. 
edited by Jeffery A McNeely and David Pitt. 
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..!...:::=.:.:.:..!.I:;;).....;;==:.:.....:...:~~~=.:..;=~. Held at Homerton September 1986 . 
Eell Simon Albrecht and Janet 
List of recommended people contributed by my supervisor, Dr Devlin, 
DepanmclH of Parks, Recreation and Tourism, Lincoln University, Camerbury, New 
Zealand, 1992. 
Lincoln 
University 
Te Whare Wanaka a Aoraki 
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A PPENDIX III 
LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRES 
21 April 1992 
Namaste! 
132 
My name is Hum Gurung. I am currently a Masters student in Parks and Recreation 
Management at Lincoln University, New Zealand. I was working with the Annapurna 
Conservarion Area Project in Nepal prior [0 postgraduate study and my thesis topic will be 
of benefit to my future work in Nepal. 
My thesis research topic deals with environmemal education in developing counoies. I intend 
to evaluGte the nature of environmental education and, in particular, environmental education 
model s. The models will be disnibuted for review LO a selected group of expert people in 
I ew Zealand and overseas. I must accomplish this research by the end of 1992. 
! am seeking your assistance for tbis research project. I would like to invite you to join a 
smal] panel of experts LO answer questions, provide information and then later, [0 review my 
proposed models. [would be greatly appreciative if you will accept my invitation and respond 
10 me at YOllr earliest convenience. I hope that you will find this request interesting and 
challenging. r am looking forward to hearing from you. 
Thank you very much for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
~v . 
r '-I , 
Hum \3. Gurung 
Dcp:-1I1menl of Parks, Recreation and Tourism 
Dr PJ. Devlin 
Ms. P. Lynch 
Supervisors 
Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism 
j , . 
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. DEPARTMENT OF PARKS. RECREAnON AND TOURISM 
POBox 84. 
UncoIn lMiveristy 
CanIBlbwy . 
. New ZeaJand 
Telephone: (64)(03) 3252-811 
. Fax: (64)(03) .3253-857 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
'AN EXPERT SURVEY 
1992 
1 am see~ing the assistance of a small group of environmentalists, conservationis.ts, teachers, 
environmental educators and pracritione~ through various areas of the world who are expert 
in thefield of environmen.tal ed~cation. As an expert in this area you are invited fO offer your 
ideas and experience of the mUltidisciplinary area of environmental education. 
.' '. 
Please c~~1plete the questionnaire and post it back to me in the return . addressed envelope 
provided by the. date indicated. It is not 'possible to obtiUn postage stamps for all countries 
involved,. Thank you for being prepared to accept this cost. 
Any additional comments you would like to give on a separate sheet(s)·ofpaper will 
be most welcome . 
.., 
'\"Our reply will be treated confidentially. If you have any enquiries OLconcerns regarding 
. the research and questionnaire, please. feel free to contact me or my supervisors. 
Th~ll1k you vcry much. 
. . 
, . I· 
section deals,with environmental problems in the 'country whicbyou and the 
ways which environmental' education Call contrib,ute to the resolution of these problems: 
"''''''',''''''" what,are the environmental problems your country? Please list the 
and then them most important to least impornmt(l= most. important). 
" Problem 
a; __________ .:..-___ -'--_ 
, Rank 
[ ] 
'[] 
( ] 
, [ ] 
[] 
[], 
, [] 
[J 
[ ] 
[]-
of above enviroiunental problems?, , Please 'list the most 
J:;IU,Ll,,",(111~ causes., ' 
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"3. What do you see as the role that environmental education in helping to . 
resolve these environmental problems? " . 
In your opinion, what might the outcomes. of 
outcomes from most important to imponant(l= 
[ ] 
[] 
[ ] 
[ 1 
[ ] 
[ ] 
( ] 
[ ] 
[J. 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
education be? 
important). 
rank 
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SECTION B 
This section d~aJs with environmental education in developing countries. you have 
not had first-hand experience ,in developing countries please answer the questions 
based on experience environmental education. -
5. . identify 
an environmental 
your order of 
-(in order of priority) which 
. developing . 
from 
reasons· 
. 6. Which of the fQUowing do you think are the most 
environmental education in developing countries? Please 
to leflst important(l= most important). 
a .. Access to information 
b. Informal education 
c. Training personneL 
. Research and experimentation 
.e. Teaching materials 
f. Technical and ,:,ocational education 
g. General schooVuniversity education' 
. h. Specialisttraining 
i. International and regional co-opera~on . 
Others(sp~cify),_· ______ _ 
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important approaches for 
them most important 
Rank 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ J 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ r 
I, 
[ ] 
.. Which the above environmental education approaches can influence the target 
groups. you have identified? Please on the left the letter. 
corresponding to approaches in Q.6 in 
group Possible environmental education approaches (provide l~tter from 
above list) 
[ ] 
[ J 
. [ . ] 
] 
[ J 
r- l 
[ ] 
[, 
[ ] 
section deals with 'the environmental education moods and prc,ce~fses which have 
applied both in developed and developing countries. 
8. Which environmental education model(s) 
country and} or country , 
model(s) 
not be able to a'model as 
encountered would be helpfuL) 
.... ...,,""".j are used inyoUI 
,which you are Please briefly 
the country to which they relate. (you' 
but a descnption of you have 
9. What are the essential elements· the modet(s) 
environmental education in the countries above? . 
are 
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frameworks 
10,: your what are 
, ' 
SECTION D 
purpqse of this section is to get your views pn 
"developing countries in the planning of environmental eQ\;lcallon 
on the importance of involving ,local 
and strategies you hav'e p .... l"I'ol1n 
place, 
" 
" . , 
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of people in 
12 .. 
what 
into environmental education 
they be involved? 
143 
how and at 
144 
13. In what can cultural values (e.g rituals, spiritual beliefs traditional 
. conset:vation sl¢Us) incorporated into environmental education. (please IPve spe~ClflC 
examples possible)? 
145 
.. " ' 
14. Given your responseQ. 13 'what methods 'are best used to foster· inclusion of 
cultural values lor,;al environment~l education programmes?'· . 
146 
15. In your opinion, what' incentives are effective local .people to . 
. environmental education programmes in list 
any). 
" . 
16. Would 
developing 
WoUldyo~ 
Information 
. your association(ifan~) 
d~scribe your aS$ociation 
Your 
Address: ----~--~~--~--~~--~--~---
·Phone: . 
----~-..,.----'-:-
Electronic mail :-:--_---,.. ____ _ 
147 
education in 
ed\lcation in your own 
. 148 
Final comments will appreciated . 
. ' " 
the time and judgement you have used in completing this 
the questionnaire to me by =~=~~.::::..L"'::::':::'= 
Printed on recycled paper. 
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APPENDIX 
EXPERTS' BIOGRAPHY 
Ms. Bev Abbott is a Conservation (Education) with the Department of 
Conservation, Wellington, New Zealand. 
Mr. Ulcesh Raj Bhuju is a country representative the WWF Nepal programme. 
Ml', Mark Boulton is the International Centre for Conservation Education, 
Kingdom. 
Jenny Bryant is a writer and 
environmental education in 
for UNEP/ESCAP/ SPREP on 
Buchan is an environmental 
New 
Mr. Gordon 
Wellington, 
is a Social Scientist with 
Zealand. 
and senior in 
Department of Conservation, 
Steve Cutler is a biology and outdoor education teacher at Pleasant Point 
New LAJ,<.u<tUY .. 
Professor Decker is a 
United of America. 
and educator environmental in the 
Mr. Mike Edginton is currently working 
Islands. 
environmental protection in Solomon 
Ms. Deidre Francis is a lecturer in Conservation, Wildlife Management, Ecology, 
Forestry Social and Public Relations at Bhutan Institute, 
Tabal Tbimphu. 
Chandra P. Gurung is 
Nature Conservation, Nepal. 
Member Secretary for 
Dr G.M. Hornby teaches science programmes in secondary 
Kingdom. 
King for 
in the United 
Dr Lynn Hurry is a consultant both environmental development education in 
SOllth 
Mr. Bruce Jefferies is a Conservation 
Papua New Guinea, 
Advisor to the government 
Mr. Warren Jowett isPrinclpal Mackenzie College, Fairlie,'New Zealand. 
Mr. Wayne D. Lamphier is an environmental consultant specialising in watershed 
management and hydro-electric development planning in developing countries. 
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Mr. Barry Law is a lecturer Outdoor and Education Christchurch 
of New Zealand. 
Mr., P.H.C. Lucas is chairperson of the mCN Commission on National and 
Protected Areas Management in Switzerland. 
Dr Milton McClaren is 
University, Canada. 
"'U'_~'H,v professor at the Faculty Education, Simon Fraser 
Mr. Bert McConnell is a senior lecturer Outdoor and Environmental Education at 
Christchurch College Education, Christchurch, New 
Dr Margaret O'Brien is a in field of environmental education. 
Dr Badri D. Pande is the coordinator the environmental education programme 
Nepal as part National Conservation Implementation Project. 
Dr Graeme Scott wrote a Ph.D. thesis on School-based Environmental Education 
New Zealand: Conceptual Issues and Policy Analysis. 
Mr. Mingma Norbu Sherpa is a representative WWF. 
Mr. Peter Smith is an environmental education and science teacher at .LJUJ,v\J. 
School, Zealand. 
Mr. Shuilendra B. Thakali is a Conservation Education 
Annapllrna Conservation Area Project in Nepal. 
Extension Officer with the 
Mr. Christopher Tobayiwa works in informal environmental education in Zimbabwe. 
Mr. Martin Toop is a lecturer in science at Christchurch College of Education, 
Christchurch, New Zealand. 
Ms. Miriam Torres is assistant of the Conservation Awareness Programme at 
Peruvian Foundation of Nature Conservancy in 
Mr. Batu K. Uprety is an ecologist and member the Environmental 
Conservation Group. 
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·APPENDIX V 
EXPERTS' COMMENTS 
development of methods comparing the of different approaches 
to is one of the challenges. has far too little emphasis placed on 
evaluation of outcomes and evaluation programmes the history of EE 
development", 
"One guru he knows his approach is working when he observes faces, but 
that is inadequate from research perspectives", 
"You have to take an early 
whether to attempt to with 
about whether to focus on fonnal vUI.1vaUVl 
"I am much more inclined to think that does not stand 
Zealand. It has into every sphere of 
not have an identifiable structure in it However, as a entity work 
well in developing countries and environmental degradation is advanced". 
"Regrate arrive at very busy time- so did not have as to consider this is as I 
would have liked", 
"It is a vitally important and congratulations for this great idea". 
too often has a narrow and elitist focus. The urban middle to upper class and 
"''''''''''\.1. youth attempt to convert those they don't understand to their way of 
the banner 
or 
" I can appreciate your interest and time taken to develop this questionnaire but you 
consider who is paying our and involved your work? questions you 
perhaps about of environmental education, have.unsolved some of in 
months, if not years thinking, I still do not answers although I can see 
some the of the tunnel. I will send an information as 1 write it up over the 
next year and if you are still in Lincoln". 
has rigid 
definition and a narrow interpretation of how it can 
evelything, not just a subject or approach". 
imply a narrow 
enacted. EE is 
"That needs to include a huge of areas including some work on root 
causes of human individual demands accumulative, political and economic power plays 
compound environmental degradation ll , 
Lincoln 
University 
Te Whare WanaJsa 0 Aora~i 
APPENDIX VI 
FOLLOW-UP LETTER 
22 May 1992 
Dear 
Namaste! 
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Last month r sent you a letter of invitation and a research questionnaire on environmental 
education. I hope you have received them by now. 
HA VE YOU COMPLETED AND RETURNED YOUR QLESTIONNAIRE? 
If you have. please discard this reminder. If you have not, would you please do so at your 
earliest convenience? It is very important to me that you respond and return your 
questionnaire. Your views will be valued and appreciated in my research project. 
I Jook forward to receiving your completed questionnaire. 
Thank you once again for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
f~~' 
.- ! . 
Hum B. Gurung 
Department of Parks. Recreation and Tourism 
1 
APPENDIX VII 
REASONS FOR DECLINING INVITATION 
L "I that I have not the right expertise to be involved in your programme". 
2. "He said he looked at your questiormaire and he most of the questions were not 
in area of expertise". 
3. "". has left our Ministry and I am Head of the Public Education Department. 
I am sorry I have to decline invitation to join a small panel of experts". 
4. "Thank you for your letter and survey. However, as much survey 
concentrates on developing countries, we are unable to answer this. We do 
that the enclosed information pack is of some use and we wish you well with your 
5. "Thank you inviting me to be part of your study. Unfortunately I will have to 
decline as I am away on ... leave from Aug. 1992- Feb. 1993", 
6. "". out of the country until fail. that he is unable to 
Lincoln 
University 
Te Whare WanaJsa 0 AoraJsi 
APPENDIX VIII 
LETTER AND A PROPOSED MODEL 
30 October 1992 
Dear 
Namastel 
154 
Thank you very much for accepting my invitation to join a small panel of expens to 
answer questions, provide infonnation and to review my proposed model for environmental 
education in developing counrries. 
I was very pleased to receive your fIrst completed questionnaire. Your views and 
comments were extremely useful for my research work. 
I have enclosed the model and descriptive examples for your review. I will be most 
grateful if you would kindly write your comments and criticisms of the model on the pages 
enclosed. In your review please consider what has been overlooked as well as what has 
been included, and make any other comments you feel necessary. 
As you are aware I am hoping to complete this phase of research work by the end of 
November. I would appreciate your prompt reply. Please return this material to me in the 
self-addressed envelope at your earliest convenience. 
Thank you once again for your help and co-operation. 
Sincerely, 
Hum R. Gurung 
Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism 
Dr PJ. Devlin 
Ms. P. Lynch 
Supervisors 
Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism 
1. COMMUNITY·BASED NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
I. ANAL vel S Of 
II!UU IflI~nUI 
I. (;URl'~Nd 
VALI.IUIIiIlM 
11. PROMOTING 
CONSERVATION VALUES 
I.tJlIiIIIGI1I<I ()j01l\I1l<I( 
IUJJlll~O~ 
IIWU I PROIIUIIrI 
l flilAIlIY II!.lIIIIVfIf Ii 
UlIO£hlMlltlKi IlIlll 
IPlIIlflM 
10. ACTION (S) lMPLEMENTATIllN ~f--
13. SYNERGY 
(WORKING TOGETHER TO 
ACHIEVE GOALS) 
14. MONITORING 
15. EVALUATION 
12. PROMOTING 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
Figure 2 An Integrative and Participatory Mode! for Environ 
1 
, flOOlff 
Education 
1. COMMUNITY-BASED i~EEDS 
ASSESSMENT FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
Examples: 
" Need for Identifying Local or 
Nalional Issues and Concerns 
" Need for understanding 01 
ecological processes 
" Need for conservation of 
natural resources 
" Need for integralion of the 
components of sustainable 
development 
2. IDENTIFYING TARGET GROUPS 
ExamQles: 
"Local resource consumers: farmers, 
householders, protected area dwellers, 
" Non-local resource consumers: domesllc 
and Internallonal tourIsts 
" Resource Producers: entrepreneurs, 
business people, industrialists etc. 
• Decision makers: polilicians(nalional, 
regional and local levels), legislators, 
administrators, bureaucrats, etc. 
• SpecIal interesf groups: journalists, 
conservation clubs, etc. 
.. Community partners: community leaders, 
religious leaders, women, rural/urban 
dwellers, students, teachers, etc: 
" AId agencies: World Bank, ASian 
,n I , II""""~ ('AT" 'A.I\ A rr: Deveiopinerll Dan!':, V';;KIU, v in,""" 
UNESCO, UNEP, WHO, FAO, UNICEF, UNDP, 
ILO, etc. 
============~~--~==========-========II 
5. ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND 
PROBLEMS 
• What are the causes of 
deforestation? 
• Where/when does soil erosion 
occur? 
• Who/what is 
problems? 
6. CLARIFYING VALUES/NEEDS 
Examples: 
• Clarification of local peoples' basic 
needs in the tight at their naturat. 
social and economic environments 
" Clarification of local peoples' 
needs in the light of spiritual values 
-
. 
3. IDENTIFYING BARRIERS TO 
, l;~. SOLVING ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS !'" . 
, 
Excii-nples 
, ' " 
", Lack of knowledge about 
:7en'.:;iro'i1'ment/ecology 
'. [ack, .. at technological 
'solulions 10 environmental 
problems 
.. Limiled or, lack of money , 
" Socia.! sLruduresjconslrainls , 
• Lackof"poliiical will . 
· Cull ural (de'ep sealed belief 
·systems) , 
· Ideological differences al 
lnlerpersonallevel$. 
7. ENHANCING KNOWLEDGE AND 
LEARNING ABOUT ISSUES AND 
PROBLEMS 
Examples:.. 
• Developing environmental 
awareness in people of all ages 
.. Increasing knowledge about 
interrelationships within the nalural 
environment e.g. cutting fimwood 
and landslides 
• Understanding of impact 01 tourism 
on ,daily lives of local people 
• Increasing people's 
communication skifls in deol1ng with 
agencies concerned with 
environment 
I 
... 
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4 . DEVELOPING ENVIROt~MENTA.L 
EDUCATION PROGRAMME (S) 
Examplgs: 
.. Formal educalion through 
school/universily 
.. Informal educalion through disseminalion 
of informalion (radio, television, 
newspapers, brochures), 
exlension(community groups, one fo one 
c,ommunicalion) and training (workshops, 
seminars, village meelings, sludy lours) 
8 EMPATHY AND 
UNDERSTANDING 
PROBLEMS 
Examples: 
" attitude of concern 
• acceptanc~ of 
Ij 
9.ESTABLlSH PRIORITIES AND IDENTIFY SUSTAINABLE ACnONS 
w Identification of appropriate traditional 
knowledge/practices 
w Evaluation of appropriate new technologies 
Examples: 
.. Establish forest/fodder nurseries 
• Establish afforestation/reforestation programmes 
.. Forest management/conservation 
• Habitat and watershed management 
• Use alternative energy sources (e.g. electricity) 
• Community identified development projects(e.g. 
installation of drinking wafer in village(s) 
• Health clinics 
• School buildings (systems) 
• Small scale income generating activities 
• Wildlife management 
'Conservation-oosed research and training 
12. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
.. promoting ecological sustainabiJify 
.. promoting social sustainabilify 
• promoting cultural sustainabllify 
promoting economic sustainabilify 
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10.ACTION(S) IMPLEMENTATION 
Examples: 
• Use of combination of a "grassroots", top down and mass 
education action strategies 
11. PROMOTING CONSERVATION VALUES 
Examples: 
• Promotion of the concept of the biosphere as life-support 
systems 
• Promotion of Importance of conservation of biological 
diversity 
.. Promotion of nature conservation as a daily activity 
SYNERGY 
is defined by English and English (1958) os 
ven'n ..... fo~~e tog,efher or in combination, or upon the 
same pomt. For the purpose ()f this model, the desired 
outcome is to fulfil the needs ot people and to achieve 
conservation of natural resources. Fulfilment of the 
human needs and promotion Cit conservation valu'es as 
as sustainable dev~lopment w!I/ take place IT this 
relationship is fostered. .' " 
14. MONITORING 
Examples: 
.. On going reassessment of actions and changes as 
required (back to 10) 
15. EVALUATION A~lD FEEDBACK 
Examples: 
.. Qualitative evaluation 
" Quantitative evaluation 
".,,-----~---~--~.----.-.. 
Lincoln 
University 
Te Whare Wana~a 0 Aora~i 
APPENDIX IX 
THANK YOU LETTER 
30 October 1992 
Dear 
Namaste! 
158 
This is a brief note to thank you for contributing so generously to the first stage of my 
questionnaire on environmental education for developing countries. 
The importance which was given by respondents to various aspects of process to establish 
environmentallconservation education programmes has helped me to establish a model 
which might be suitable for developing countries. 
I have drawn a small sample from the original panel and have requested their evaluation 
of the model and the brief guideline notes which describe it. Further comment from you 
is not therefore essential. If however. you would like to retain a working role with the 
process I would be very happy to post you the materials. 
Once again, I would like to thank you for your original conoibutioo. 
Sincerely. 
f~·~ 
Hum B. Gllrung 
Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism 
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APPENDIX X 
ABBREVIATIONS 
ACAP ANNAPURNA CONSERVATION AREA PROJECT 
ADD ASIAN BANK 
ACTION RESEARCH AND COMMUNITY PROBLEM-SOLVING 
BE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
FOOD ORGANISATION 
IEEP INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAMME 
INTEGRATIVE ND PARTICIPATO 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION 
MO FOR 
IUCN INTERNATIONAL UNION THE CONSERVATION OF NATURE 
AND NATURAL RESOURCES (THE WORLD CONSERVATION 
UNION) 
PLT PROJECT LEARNING 
PW 
SATA 
PROJECT W1LD 
SWISS ASSOCIATION ASSISTANCE 
UNDP UNlTED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME 
UNESCO UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL 
ORGANISATION 
UNICEF 
WHO 
WWF 
UNiTED NATIONS CHILDREN'S 
UNITED AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND 
WORLD HEALTII ORGANISATION 
WORLDWIDE FOR 
